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Open the door on a vast world
of engineering information,
where Ei is shaping new
power tools for the future.

You'll find welcoming support staff and
a growing line of exciting, interactive
information services designed to put
technical professionals, managers
and academics a t the cutting edge of
engineering knowledge.
Feel the surge

Ei, the 113-year-old publisher of
Engineering IndexYEi Compendex"
the world's most comprehensive
interdisciplinary engineering indexinvites you to explore Ei's rich resources,
from Web-searchable databases to
electronic text delivery t o our
award-winning cyberspace community,
Engineering Information Village:"
This way t o the millennium

Ei is the information place. To Learn more
about how our information resources
can help you increase efficiency,
promote productivity and get a
head start on the future, contact
Ei a t our corporate, Asia or
European headquarters:
1 Castle Point Terrace
Hoboken, NJ 07030 USA
te1800-221-1044
-853;2

is, He rts.,
1437

over,ed.

nc.
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A generation beyond
A powe_&l sew way to 60 research has just energed.
Introducing KeyCik. it's a hli citator ad,effectiire case-finder,
rolled jato on? wy-to-m, grapkkd %nice.
Keycite gives you d1the functionality d She~arci's-but with
skinning dvances that tell you more &out a m e .
For starters, Keycite is more ccurrent t h S h e p d s to give y g ~
more codidem.
same day a case is added to \$ES'ITXW: its
history ?isavailable ir, Key&,
KeyCiie also coves citing sources mbsing !nm Shepard's. Like
one miilion unpublished cases e.d hundreds of law reviews,"
You'il love tine irmvative grap&sytcc. Red and yeIicw flqs

O CALI, TOLGFREE 1-800-700-9378

*Coning soon, KeyC~teand WESTLAW wiii d u d e coverage bock to 'be ecrest repor:ec federcl and side ccse a m * * Some *estrct>ons
oppiy
K~yCites o servlce mark of %st

Publishrg Company Shemid's
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The University of Arizona Four Years Into It
Laura Berrder gives a first hand account of the reorganization of the University of
Arizona library that placed it at the forefront of organizational restmcturing among
academic libraries. The result? A team organization whose goal is to be responsive to
customer needs.

24 Managing Computers and Work: Are Companies informated Yet?
Is your company informated? And if so, to what degree? Alison J. Head summarizes
key findings from a quantitative study that measures the informating process within
17 information industries. The results may surprise you ...

33 The Internet: A New Opportunity for Information Specialists
The information world is changing and it is imperative that library staff change with
it. Hope A. Bell explains why librarians need to prove and publicize they are the
information experts.
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PalCfTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BNA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stii's Midyear Catalog was mailed to members in August and includes
information on d of our newest publications, such as

Special Libraries: A Guide for Management, fourth edition
Internet Tools of the Profession:
A Guide for Information Professionals, second edition
Change as Qpporhxniy:
Information Professionals at the crossroads
Expanding TechoIogies - Expanding Careers:
Librarianship in Transition
Exploring Outsourcing Case Studies of Corporate tlraries
Competencies for Special Librarians of the 21st Centmy
Eohancing Competitiveness in the Information Age
The A3C's of Cataloging, second edition
Analyzing Library Casts for Decision-Mak'ig and Cost Recovery

..
!

w~..bna.com
Chemical Abstracts . . . . . . . . . . . .
ww.cas.org
Cuadra Associates . . . . . . . . . . . .
www.cuadra.com
Derwrct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . .
m.dewent.ccrn
Dow Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bis.dowjones.com
Dur, & Brads'Lreet . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vmw.dnb .corn
EIU

.......................

WWIV'.~~U,CQE
Ernst Q Young . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gulf %bblishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
whr.guZpub.com
-48 of our publications are geared specificaI1y toward information professionals and are excellent resources to help you stay current on chang- Informzticn Access . . . . . . . . . . .
ing trends in the profession and ensure that you remain vital in the new
vcw-..iacnet.cozn
information age.
Informtion Dimensions . . . . . , . .
wrvv.idi.sdc.csm
fe3 Easy to Ordead
lilfcxmation Express . . . . . . . . . . .
Check out our new tities as well as a fuli cataiog of our publications
ww.express.ccm
on our Web site (www.sla.org) and place an order through the new Virma1 Bookstore. As an added incentive, you will receive an exaa 10% John W k y & Soons . . . . . . . . . . . .
vww.wiiey.c o a
off your total when you order electonically between now and September
30, 1997,
LEXIS-NEXS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ow prices have been revised to indude shipping and handling
wm~'.lexis-nexis.com
costs and your Xidyear Catalog has a full listing of publications for McGraw ti% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
easy reference.
v~.baoks,mcgaw-hJi.com
So take a moment to flip tkrough your catalog and see what SLA3
Moody's Investors' Sewice . . . . . .
Nonserial Publications Program has to offer:
wm..moodys.corn
Kaufmann P~blications. .
--.---.........
. Mcrgan
Wewsnet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
www.newsnet.com
Online Strategies . . . . . . . . . . . . .
wvw.onstrat.com
To assist candidates in making more economical travel ar3vid 'Fechndogies . . . . . . . . . . . .
rangements for our Annual Conference, the following changes
v,wrLanNovid.ccm
have been made to the SEA Election Schedule. Please mark
'Srimargi Source Media . . . . . . . . .
your calendars,
ww~~,psmedia.com
3
3
ShrPlatter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..23
Ballots will be maned january 12, 1998
~ti~,fi~.sil-Ye~iatter.ca~~i,
Ballots dl be due March 2, 1998
Vilest Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .a

j
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Leadership
One of the themes for the Indianapolis conference is "leczdership"and this theme is reflected in our
new Strategic Plan which the Board of Directors adopted in June. The association continues to provide
and enhance a variety of services designed to aid members in developing their leadership skills. I
would like to take a moment to highlight some of these leadership services,
The association continues to publish a wide variety of publications including the new booklet on Competenciesfor S p e d Cibrmans ofthe Zlst Century which expands on the executive sum1ary which was distributed to the hll membership and Exploring Outsourcing which provides cases studies of how corporate
libraries have dealt with this very sensitive issue. Our professional deveiopment efforts include a new videmnference scheduled for the fall called the Knowledge Management Institute. Also, as a brand new venture, SLA is working in conjunction with Pace University to offer three new multimedia distance Ieaming
courses to om members this fall. The association also supports leadership training opportunities for chapter, division, and board officers.
Development of leadership skills is not just an association-level activity. Individual members readily share with others via networkmg and
serving as rr,ei%ors or coaches. when you talk to active SLA members, they always comment about the impact that networking has had in
helping them develop professionally. Chapters, because of their geographic proximity tc their members, are also key players in providing
leadership opportunities. These activities include training their new offcers and committee chairs, providing chapter program meetings, offering continukg educaticn programs, and publishing bulletins. These activities feature area experts and spotlight their own members. Other
activities that occur within many chapters are formalized activities which provide mentoring opportunities for new members and student
menhers. iiil .~lfthese activities contribute to their members' professional growth and prepare them for accepting responsibilities either as
chapter ox division officers. Many chapters have taken the initiative in developing regional conferences to share leadership expertise with others in nearby chapters. A prime example is the Great Lakes Conference N which will be held in Milwaukee,
October 1-3. These are the
activities thzt make SLA both relevant and valuable to many of our members who can not attend the annual conference.
Divisions also play an important part in developing leadership skills in their members. Many of our divisions are subject-oriented and
they provide assistance to others in their field. Review the programming that your division does each year for the annual conference, monitor your listserv where a query is often responded to in a matter of hours, and read your division newsletter which often include highlights of the ar:nzal conference, analyses of new products, subject bibliographies, and success stories of division members. All of these
se,rvices help to develop those very necessary leadership skills. One division that excels a1 this is the News Division. Other divisions reflect
the nature of the job category including the Library Management, Solo Librarians, and Information Technoiogy Divisions. These divisions
aiso provide those needed leadership skills and promote a variety mentoring and coaching opportunities.
Within our cornittee structure, we use the professional expertke of our members and their leadership abilities in areas such as copyright, technical standards, research, and profession& development. The results of their activities are reflected in the actions by the board
which are then translated into new services or opportunities for ocr members.
One area that 170U as a member have not been as fully responsive as I would like-nor has your chapter or your division- is nominating people fcr awards for consideration by the Awards and Honors Committee. This year we are instituting two new awards for which you
can nominate people. These are the Rose E. Vormelker Award and the Dow Jones Leadership Award for 2lst Century Competencies. These
awards are offered in addition to other awards that SLA has already authorized, Please take time out to nominate those people who you
look to as mentors, who exemplify those leadership characteristics which we should showcase for others. Keep in mind that a person you
nominate m y not get the award this year, but if you feel they are deserving, remember to submit their names next year since the frles are
not retained by: the committee.
Aim piease ~ a k ae moment to submit names that you want the Nominating Committee to consider for association office. The Nominating Committee strives to provide a balanced slate of officers whicii reflects the association's membership. Therefore, your input will help
them to their job more successfully. The committee c m also be of assistance to the president-elect in identifying potential committee members after they have com~letedtheir deliberations.
Let's a3 of us zgree today to do a better job of idenilfylng and promoting our leaders. Let's all of us continue to identlfy new and better
ways of developing fnose needed leadership skills so that we will be prepared for the exciting opportunities awaiting us in the 21st Century.
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) On

Disk! VViley GAAP for Windows 98 (0471 195464) $63,06 - Avaliable in December

> On CD! Wiley GAAP for Windows 98 (0471

195774) $69.00 - AvaliabIe in bece

Both! Wiley GAAP 98 Book/Disk Set (0471 3 95480) $AXk%Q
$86.00
Wiiev GAAP 98 Book/CD Rorn Set (047 1 195847) W $86.6
) NEW! Wiky GAAP for Governments 98 (0471 193232) $59.00 - kiaiiabie!:i February
) NEW! Wiiey Not for Profit GAAP 98 (0472 239631) 859.00 - Availabie February 1998
) Or

Contact your local !vendor.

1995

Get the GAAP that Guides the Industry!

: several discussions regardihg a
cooperative project. Cristina was
attracted to my name by my affiliation--Johns Hopkins University. We talked at length about
1 other Hopkiis people that she
knew that had visited Cuba.
When I returned to the US., I
immediately started work on the
Materiais far
"Materials for Cuba Project."
The Cuba project has two
The Special Libraries Associ(1) To provide current
goals:
ation takes part in numerous
projects that involve several dif- subscriptions on specific titles
ferent parts of :he world. Often, identified by Christina and her
liaisons to the SLA International colleagues; (2) Collect any other
Relations Committee (IRCj ask material, especially scientific and
questions i i i What can we do? technical journal literature, of
What should we do? What is our interest to the project. Material
role as an IRC liaison? More im- collected is then sent to the Uniportantly. perhaps: How do we versity of Havana and either
get swted? Often the answer is, used at the university or distrib"by chance!"
uted to other libraries in Cuba.
The International Federation
How does a project like this
of Librxy Associations and In- happen? Tne Johns Hopkiis
stitutions (lFLA) held its 86" University has an exchange proAnnual Conference on June 10- gram with Cuba that has been in
15, 1995, in Havana, Cuba. The existence since 1979. "the Cuba
conference theme, "The Power Exchange has provided a means
of Information: Transforming for scholars and students from
the World." could not have been Cuba to spend several weeks
more appropriale for the venue. each semester studying at HopSeveral Americans attended the kiis and for their counterparts
meeting and m e away with an to travel to the University of Haincreased interest and feeling of vana." This "initiative (was)
responsibility t~ do something to begun 18 years ago, at the Kitze
assist o x southern neighbor on School of Advanced Internationour lower eastern coast. In my al Studies and (is) now located
case, however, almost as soon on fne Homewood campus, to
as I arrived, I met colleagues further understanding and fzcilithat informed me that a Cuban a t e research between the United
librarh was looking for me States and Cuba." The exspecifiaJy. Since I knew no one change program is how Cristina
in this country 9rior to nzy visit, knew about Hopkins and was
I began lookflg for her. My col- the genesis of our meeting.
league was Mxia Cristina SanLast year, 200 pounds of matos LabourdetZE from the Uni- terial was delivered to Cuba.
versity of Havana, Cuba. We Right now, I have about 6000
soon found eac5 other and be- pounds of material to be delivgan the first of w3at was to be ered that was a gift from GTE

.
,

-

:

Laboratories in Massachusetts-material the library there
was discarding. Librarian Sue
Wolfman announced the availability of this material on the
Science-Technology Division
listserv and I responded. After
several months and some expense at both ends of the transaction, the material was received in MaryIand for delivery
to the University of Havana.
The Sci-Tech Division paid the
transit costs as part of their international relations division
program. I have since heard
from a colleague in Canada who
has another collection of material for the Cuba Project, and I
contacted the Engineering Societies Library in New York for
their leftover materials (after
their merge with the Linda Hall
Library) as well. Additionally,

.

:
-

the Toronto Chapter in Canada
has committed to a three-year
subscription sponsorship for
one of the titles Llat the University of Havana requested. I also
donate my personal subscription of the ASISjournal, another specific title request. A11 ma'Lerial comes to me, including
the current subscriptions. I, in
turn, get the material delivered
to the Universityin Havana.
If you are interested in participating in this project, either
through your chapter or division, or even personally, you
may reach me via e-mail:
wilda.newman@jhuapl.edu.Announce the Materials for Cuba
Project to your chapter or division. By chance or by intent,
you can become more actively
mvolved in your international
srganization, SLA!

by WildaB. Newman. Newman is infamalion resources manage<
Administrative Services Department, johns Hopkins ~Jniniversi@Applied Physics Laborato~Laurel, m. For more ivonnatiun on
'Yntmational Navs, " or to contribute to the column, please contact Barbara Hutchinson at: I-520-621-8578;fau: 1-520-6213816; e-mail: barbarah@aganzona edu.
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The Association of Research
Librarians (ARL), Office of Management Services has announced
a new publication. Issues and Innovatzons in Electronic Scholarly
FubIication offers a snapshot of
current electronic scholarly publishing initiatives. The publication is based on a series of interviews with professionals in
twenty libraries, consortia, and

publishing enterprises. It also
takes a broad look at the issues
associated with electronic scholax?y publications. For more information call: 1-202-296-2296; or
e-mail: pubs@cni.org.
& 3 Avaiiable
~
The U.S. National Library of

Medicine recently launched a
cew service to provide Internet
access to the world's most extensive, cost-free collection of
published medical information.
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MEDLINE is now avaiia3le at

http:l/unnrw.nln.nih.gov.
Rachel K. hdersoc, presiderit of the Media1 L?~rzryAssociation, noted that "pztients
ar,d aeir families are regularly
turning to heakin sciences iibrarians to find reliable health information. Free MEDLINE zeans
that we al: now provide cor,
sumers with better access to the
quality information they need,
and librarians can help them to
tap into the ful! power of this
authoritative resource."

SLA's Web site was seiacted
as a "World-Gass We5 Site" by
the herim Society of Association Executives (MAE). The site
was selected fcr ZL MAE Fouildatiofi study that w3 catalog m0
benchark exception& \AJeb sites
that significantly add vzlue to
their organizztion's missions.

The

corporate iibmry is no
longer an island but an integral part
of your document mamgement system and the focal point far orgaltizing enterprise-uiide i%formati~%
assets. The auesiion is, how ds YOU
deliver ali your business-critical documents to users bin a form they can
ztnderstand, and you can manage?
You're looking at the answei:
r cCHLIB Is the irztegrated library system of choice for we? 250 of the
world's most prestigious rssearch
organizations. Corzsider what it delivers:

--

Web smarts: TECKLIB

uses <he
BASIS Intrznet so1r;tioc. N o other technoicgy delivers so mar.y industriaistrength document manzgenent ar,d
security features ;o reliabie Intranet distribution.

8 information ~utioot!m September 1937

corporate
L r

Library smarts: Whiie BASIS
manages bnsiness-criticai documecs,
TECHLIB manages
crzditionai
...
rlbrary cataioging, circuiarioc, accuisitions and serials control functions.
S c a l a b i l i t y Whether yo: measure
yczr coliections ir, gigzbytes or terabyces, it's reassuing t o know that the
BASISiTECHLIB cornbinatior: has
never encountered a database managemerit challenge it couldn't hand!?.

Immediate Resuks: TECHLIB

most standard CNX ecvironmects
and o n Digitai VMS.

i

,

-

,.

A

i

Example o i a TECHLIE
-search screen.

There are sweral features that a good
book-related Web site should have. Some of
these are a local search engine with a
searchable archive, a logical directory structure, an easy-to-use interface, and a lot of
descriptive content. Information about
books can be derived from a variety of
sources. ?=his iaformation can be found
from booksellers, news gathering organizations, as well asvariouspublishers, associatians, and related organizations.
In order tc. compare the variety of
ways that these resources can display informatio~lon books, I decided to search
for information on a specific book from
each of these Web sites. The book under
scrutiny IS Being Dig'tal, by Nicholas Negroponte, which describes the future of
digital technology and its influence on society. This book was first published in
early 1995, so there should be plenty of
information about it on the Web, but it is
not so new that some Web sites would not
yet contain reviews.
The followmg Web sites are listed in order of importance. My two favorites are The
New York Times Book Review and Bookwire, so t ~ e are
y ?resented first.
&W

%rk Erne5 Book Rcvfew

The New York Times Book Review

(http:l/www.n~imes.com/books)
is a large
repository of book reviews on the Web.
There are over 50,000 book reviews that
are searchable back to 1980. From their
home page. you wiI! notice a form at the top
of the page where you can either enter the
title or author (or both) of the book that is
being researched. In my case, when I entered the words being dzgtal into the
search form, I retrieved over 3800 citations.

However, only three out of the first four
records were the most appropriate.
The fine print above the search form
recommends that si~glequote marks be
used for a phrase. This helped quite a bit to
refine searches on this site. A second
search using the format 'being &g'ta17 retrieved only those three appropriate records
that were found in the previous search.
The ames Booksmart Search page
(http://search.nytimes.com/bookslsearch/)
expands search options to include Book Reviews Only, Book News and Author Interviews, and a Full Szarch of the New York
ames Books archive of reviews news and
author inteniews back to 1980. A Full
Search on 'bahg digital' retrieved seven
records instead of three. The three reviews
that were found before show up as a subset
of the seven found in the Full Search which
should be expected. However, a review by
Samuel C. Florman that was retrieved by
both searches had d~fferentlink titles.

Bsekwin
One of the better places for information
on books, publishers, and reviews is BookWire (http://www.b~kwire.com).This Web
site considers itself to be "the first place to
look" for information on books and I agree.
BookWire is home to many book review resources such as The Boston Book Review,
f i e Hungy Mind Review, The Quarter&
Black Review gf Books, New Asia-Pa@
Reviav, and fie Computer Book Review. It
also includes the Web site of Publishers
Week& Other sectiocs include a list of over
900 publishers, Web sites, book awards,
the Xational Book Critics Circle, and more,
They have provided a search engine (http:l/
w w w .b o o k w i r e . c o m / b o o k i n f o /

by joseph R. Kraus. Kraus is engineering r@erence/liaison librman a t George Mason
Universig. He may be reached via e-mail at:jkraus3@gmu.edu. For more infomation on
"On the Net" or to contribute to the column, please contacr Skaryn Ladner at: 1-305284-4067fa:
1-305- 665-7352; e-mail: sladner@miami.edu.

searchform.htm1) that lets you search by title, author, and/or publisher.
A search on Being Di&taI brought up a
Web page that had links to some of the
book's chapters, a short review, quotes
from prominent readers, statistical information from the Publishers Weekly Hardcover
Nonfiction Bestseller List, and links to four
bookseller Web sites. The booksellers are
Amazon (http://www.ammon.com),Barnes
6r Noble (http://www.barnesandnoble.com),
Book Stacks (http:l/www.books.com), and
Wordsworth (http://www.wordsworth.com).

&.matea
Amazon (http://www.amazon.com) was
the first major book selling presence on the
Web but they are currently facing stiff competition. There are about 2.5 million book
titles available from Amazon. The company
has developed a loyal following and it has
built a relatively large storehouse of reader
submitted comments and reviews. Amazon
has a search section that will allow you to
search by author, title, subject, keyword,
ISBN, and an advanced query mode.
Four records were found for the book,
Be@ Dzgtal, One was a hardback edition,
one was a soft-cover, one was for the audio
cassette, and one was for the CD-ROM edition. Except for the CD-ROM edition, the
other three records displayed the same content. Each record showed what other books
have been purchased along with Being Dgital, three synopses, a selection from Midwest Book Reviav, 21 significant reader
comments (many of which are quite detailed with a rating from one to ten), and a
table of contents.

Bask Stacks ada&&?d
Book Stacks Unlimited (http:l/
www.books.com) has over 170 000 "reviews" of books that are available for your
pemsal. Some of these are actually annotations-short descriptive paragraphs rather
.:m:we&r n ~ xp3ge
t
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In the emerging Information Age, the
basic element of competitive success for organizations of every size will be the ability
to acquire and manage knowledge assets.
For this reason, ccqorate executives
around the world are embracing "iino~fiedge management" as a way of leveraging
the organization's intellectual capital.
Aclhieving this goal requires new concepts,
toois, and strategies-the basics of knowledge management. The 1997 State-of-&
Art Institute, "Knowledge Management: A
New Competitive Asset," scheduied for November 6-7 in Washington, DC, wil'; explore
the essentiai dements of knowledge management and how it can enhance corporate
productivi@ and competitiveness. The twoday Instiate is designed for senior-Ievel information specialists who a n not on@ looking for the theoretical background for
Itnowledge management, but would like to
take back tools and techniques for implementing a knowledge management program. In addition, business professionais
invoived in their organization's information
needs wiU benefit from this fomm.
To kick-& thk hstifdte, Alison 'hcker,
mxketing analyst, Buckman Laboramies,
-wii provide an introdtiction to knowledge
management and provide examples of how it

: Washingtgn University, wi8 focus on praaipetitiveness. The session wiU also dscsrss cd solutions-Lie toois and teihic;bies that
some of Cle elements, such as management you m use in your w n orgarzizztion.
support, Llat must be present in order to Yox'U have a chance to practice CZese techsuccessfuliy implement a kr,owledge man- . niques through a knowledge management
agement prograx In addition, Nige Ox- case stu6y.
brow, aanaging: directtr, TFPL Limited, WZ
In addition, Dr. Lewis Perelman, presii d e n t i the core competencies needed in the dent, ;Ginbrain irstitute and executive ediicnowiedge management environment.
tor, Knowledge Inc., will expiore the roles of
Aiso included in tihe agenda for day one key organkationS piaylyas (library9 illforof the Institute wiil be two 'Knowledge man- macion technology aanagers, business
,, etc.) and identi@ pote~tializpacts
agement practitioners, Patricia S. Foy, &kc- u&b:
tor of knowledge strategies, Coopers and - on the orgaizztion. You'll find obit haw a
Lybrand, and Cynthia Scott, director of do- kno~iviedgexanagement prograx will imb d information and document manage- pact on an orgafiizatiofi's stmtrrre and how
ment, The R.W. Pharmaceutical Research to rezlign the fmctions and responsibCities
institute, Johnson 6; Johnson, sooted for of &e players,
C9eir success in implementing knowledge
For registration information, ike& cur
rrianagement programs who will describe . Web site at vm-.sia,org under "Educationhow they approached the challenge of turn- - &Career Bpps$mities" or ca3 the Proksing information into knowledge. They'll sional Development Department 1-202discuss wnat worked and what didn't work, 234-470@,e t . 549,
88
and wil identify the opportunities and hurdles that rnmt be considered in embarkig
upon a knovdedge management initia~ve. For more igtomzation on "IrgEessiond Deof Cle Instiiute will address tiie velopment OutZcok," or to contn3ure to the
Day
effective methodcIogies for implementing a column, pkme contact @irectoc
knowledge management program. This sional Dc~eioprnentVal&:& 4"qlor at: I '"ow-to" session lead 3y Dr. Jay Liebowwitz, 202-234-47CG cxt. 61%.fu: 1-2629rgA
professor of management science, George 265-9315 ;.-mail: vale~k@sia.
car,enhance corporate productivity and corn-

'

topics such as 'flizat's New for Book-Lovers,
Aufnors, P~blishers,3ooksellers, Libraries,
Readers: The Commonplace book, Rare
. Boob, Onlice Books and Magazces, Poetry, and Web Review Databases. It should be
noted, tho~gh,thzt some seczons appear
not to have been updated in a vMe.
It may be a littie ironic to sezrdl the Vieb
The Internet Book
Warmatian C&EH
for ;dormation &out a paper-based medium,
Tk~e Internet Book information Center but i woxld assert that books w i be here for
t
(http://s;msite.~nc~edu/Ibic/guide.ht~d)
is a very long f i e . '%e Web is a12 e x c e e ~reBmIcWcb
part
of
the
WWi
iiirtual
Libray
for
Litera.
source
for
both
evahatkg
a
d
p*mhasiog
Bookwe5 (h~p:ii~~~~i~bookweb.crg)
is
the home page for the American Bo~kSel- We. This is anofizer Web site that does nst new book. As Xchoias Negoponte poi~ted
ers Association. Aithough i was not able to include a review of Being Digital, but I oxt 5i BeingDipiaI, it is the me@&@,5le k:find any information about Being Dig'taI, thought it important 10 mention because of - formation about infomation, Clat often
g
this Web site is a good place to get informa- its other features. This site has sections on proves to be the most vduzble.
03 tZ+cFdei,

fmm :.;a$? $

than reviews. It is possible to search by author, titie, ISBN, or keyword (keyword
searching was not avda5le at the time of
testing). A title search of Being Dzgtal reMeved four records. The four formats were
ti?e same as tizose %und by Amazon, but
the descriptions of ffie book are different
for each record chosen.
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tion aboxt the book publishing indbistry.
There are sections on such topics as book
fairs and festivais, trade shows and conventions, book seiling statistics, tools for
bookseller education; a searchable database
of bookstores, and more.

.
-

Now Online!
Declassified Documents
Reference System.
Primary Source Media now
offers ilnprecedented access
to previously classified governmer:.t documents, BDRS is the
only continuing, comprehensive
efio,rt to fils, summarize, and
index classified documents as
they are released. Updated
bimoathly, this reference system
currently mcludes more than
10,000 declassified documents.

Mow .DDiiS's comprehensive
indexing system - including
dccumezll. subjects, issue dates,
sources, classifications, and
types of communications, as
well as infcrmative document
abstracts - is now online.
Historians, poiitical and social
scientists, and students will all
be gilarai~teedaccess to this
rernawkablr: collection.

PRIMARY
SOURCE
M e d i a
2 Lunar Drive
Woodbridge, CT 86525
1.800.444.0199
wv:m~psmedia.corn
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In late June, the United States Supreme
Court struck down certain provisions of the
Communications Decency Act. The I936
law would have restricted free speech arid
expression via the Internet and onlirie services. The decision reinforced the idea that
cyberspace communications are a dynamic
vehicle for transmissicn of any arid ali
forms of information.
Advocates of the new law believed that
certain types of information should not be
freely available to all Americans, especially children. Specifically targeted was adult
or indecent content 2nd information. But
free speech supporters argued that the
Internet was unlike any communications
tool ever created, allowing for the free
flow of ideas between individuals and organizations. Regulation of content by
government intervention would have been
tantamount to banning books.
"This decision wilI have a major impact on our society's development and use
of electronic communications for decades
to come. Like the Supreme Co'rrrt, SLA believes that personal responsibility and parental control are the answers to the problems addressed by the CDA, rather thari
onerous government intervention at the
expense of tine First Amendment," remarked David R. Bender, executive director of SLA. "This is an achievement for
not only the library community, but for
every American. It assures us that the
rights of expression and access to information that we have always enjoyed will
continue to thrive in the ever-developing
electronic environment^"
So what happens, now that the controversial law has been effectively disman-

ded? Wlat can we do to address the problem of protecting children from indecent
material transmitted on the Internet withont
violating free speech rights?
T.j. Benoit, president of TAE Computer
Systems in Bloomfield, Connecticut, offers
one reasonable suggestion for making parents responsible for protecting children
from pornographic content at home. The
idea is predicated on three assumptions:
That browser software authors such as
America Online, Netscape, and Microsoft are willing to insert some really
easy code into their product.
That anyone pcsting ''adult only" material on the Internet include a mail
HTML tag that identifies Cleir material
as having adult content.
That parents become involved in what
their kids are accessing on the Internet,
just like they are involved in what their
kids watch on television.
Here's the idea: The browser sohvare
authors add a menu selection in their product called "Adnit Content Options". The
cser (i.e., the parent) supplies a nser-defined password that is then encrypted and
saved. Under the "Adult Content Options"
you have a few easy selections:
I. Block all adult content HTML tags.
2. Password access to adult content HTML

tags.
3. Ignore all adult content HTML tags,

Based on these instructions Clat are
saved, whenever a page is accessed with 2.n
adult content HTML tag, the selected option

For more informahon on "GovernmentReIaabns OxtIook, " or to contdmte to the mlunn,
please contact Directol; Government Relations/ohn Crosby at: 1-2OZ-234-47OO, ext. 629;
fa:
I-202-265-931E e-ma$ john-cWa. org,
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tzkes effect. wiCi option one, tke browser
displays a warning message: "This page
contains adilk mzterial and is not accessible." With option two: the browser prompts
tk:e user for the correct password, as previously defined. With option three,, the
browser igaores the HTML tag and continues. This HTm %g could apply equaliy as
weil to 2ny news goup: chat roox, or sther
interactive Mreb creation. It could become
the key word meaning "Kids, please stay
out!" In addition, Cqe browser could log zll
sites that were accessed witinthe adult contest HTiX tag, thereby &owing parents an
even better tool for monitoring their childrens' activities. Ail it vdl take is the cooperative effor? of responsibie "adults" that are
putting potentialiy offensive rnateriai on the
Internet to properly identify it so flat my
tKid assumption above can be met. If the
material is identified, parents can make an
Icfor~eddecision.
The suggestion is, at the very ieast, a beghning. lt does fail to address the problem
of access to indecent material <la: is sent via
eiectronic nail.
it certtirdy doesn't resolve the ciile~aaof access to such iontent
on computers in libraries. But parents
should be granted the cpportucity to make
use of preventive methods if C?ey so choose.
Speakig of iibraries, the Americm Library Association recently issued a statement concerning the nse of ritering software in libraries: " f i e xse in libraries cf
software fiiters which biock consMtu&naliy
protected speed? is inconsistent with the
United States ConstiQ~rionand federal Iaw
and nay lead to legal expssrrre for the iibray and its governing authorities." &A
added that, "for iibraries, the most critic&
holding of tile Suprexe C o w is that iibraries that make content available on the
Internet can continue to do so witl the
same bnstitutionai protections t h t ap$y
8
to the books on libraries' slrelves."
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1987 Gnat F~emssorz
Telccsmmuting $%udy

prcject proposes to examine how wrpora'le
I h r i e s provjde infermation for telecomToday, almost 25 percent of aU Gnited muters, as well as tb,e preferences and inforStates workpIaces and cearly m-o-thirds of ma%x needs of teleco~~muars.Prior reFortune 1300 firms have telecornmuti~g sex& cn information professisnak W ~
programs. Estimates from Link Resources, themsehes t e e c o m ~ t e71~2
aiso be exama New York- based firm that traciis telecom- ined and ir;,coqorated i n t ~5ie Fmai axalysis.
rnutir:g trends, indicate that 7.6 rnmion
XcInerney cor*ments ir?. her proposal,
Anericans telecomuted in 1994: projec- "HOW te1ecoxmuters use information retions are that 25 xiiion vmrkers wiii teie- sources to do their work: to solve probierns,
c o m u t e by 2050. "KnowIedge workers" and CLO support forecas'Ls: product clevdopcomprise the majority of teiecommuters. rnent: and generally -tc keep abreast of reAccording to the Burew of Kation$ A?- search is a question that has r~otyet been
fairs, the leading occ'qational telecommuc- reporkd in the researcii iiterst~re...ki
fags
4ng categories are business professionals, little has been written at ail or: ho~7CLi?einexecutives and managers. engiaeers, scien- formation specialists in a corporatior: are
tists, and salesworkers.
p~sitionir~g
tizemsehes to be critical in prcAs the people who "put knowledge to viding teecommuters with needed inform" Mcfnemey notes because telecomwork," tile move to a virtual workplace has t;*q
b:b, .
important L?plications for our professicn. muting is s t 3 censidered a fairly new busiUnderstanding the motivations behind the cess practice, special allijrarians have a
trend to the viirhal wor'~place,projections "winCow of oppcrt~nity"tc position tk:emfor the growth of ti?&virtual office over the selves and 5ie profession as key providers
next five to ten years, artd the impact of the of vitai information to virtual workers.
virtud work force on Lie spxial library en- Moreover, McInerney notes that Cle imp&
vironment is essential if rdr profession is to tations of teiecommuting by sgecial Iibrary
thrive. SLA has taken another step in hdp- staff themsexves have not been fuliy ading you s a y informed about this trend dressed in the literature. How speci& %rzrthrough funding of LIe 1997 Steven 1. izns can seaAn2esslyprovide i~formationaccess to remote workers when the informaGoidspiel Memorid Research Grant.
S h e 1991, §LA has funded key researdn tion professionais themseives are also virprojects on "hot" topics in special librarian- tual workers wiil be a key aspect of McInership. The 1997 grant is the latest example of ney's research.
Mclnerney's study wii sspecifica3y adSLA research projects <?at address issues of
dress the foIicwir!.g qzestions:
primary impomce to the profession. ,&.ire
Mcfnerney, associate professor of hforma- * Are telecoamuters functioniag Li zn
kforxation vamum, or are they Endtion Management at the Cdlege of
ing the informatica &ey need?
St.Catherir?e in St. Paul, )PI, is the recipient
of the 1997 Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Re- 8 ifre 'Leiecomm1:.ters using iibrzries? If
search Grant for her proposd, "i'skg Inforso, which libraries are 5iey using?
mation in the Vimal Office: How Specid EiHow is Lrfomation being deiivered to
braries are Servi-tg Teleco~muters." The
Cze telecommuter?

Co t&eiecoxmuters value online sources
mc:e 5ian traditionaj bound materials?
Are teieco~mutersbecomir:g eend-user
semhers or dc they depend on a2 iinO
iemediary?
a
Eow are specid Iibraries incorporating
services to ttdecom%irIers in their strare@ pians, the2 work plscs, x2d their
budgets7
Can exceiient &formation service contribute to feiecoxmuters' pr~d:~ctivi$?
McInerney's research also promises reievan: resuits for non-virual wrkers. As
noted in her proposal, the strategies employed by special librarians to sean_lessiy
grovide informaSon to remote w o r k s can
also be used effectiveiy tc link workers on
different Boors, in different baildigs, or in
dffcrent iocations. Rigorous evaluation of
"best pctices" in servii?g cliezts F V ~ Cm y
work at home, d c m C2e street, or in anether countqd w2I be b l ~one
t of t3e useW outcomes of tk2s project.
mr
ize research wilI emspicy s multi-nethod approach. Cata WEbe gathered through
observatior,, interviews, secondary anaiysis, L T ~a ma3 sur~ey:hence results of the
stcdy wW be based or: bs5i quaiiQ5ve and
cjuantitztive dax.
The project is slated for csmpietion in
Iste fail 1998, Results w2 be dissemina'led
in various media-electronic and print. F nal res~Stsv d l also be prese~zed zt the
1999 SEA annir,ai conference. Information
on pm-ious Goldspiel grants can be f ~ u n d
on SIRS Web site, rn.sia.org.
Application materiais for the 1998 Steven
I. Gdidspiei Menorial Grant wiLr be availa'3Ie
September 1; 1997; the deadiine for submission of propcsSs is F e h m y 27, 1998.

AppIicatlonx bf W M k i a i lanteldigen~;e
and Expert @%$em Teshns~dagies
Explmd 7996 Grmt
Wit?: s q p o d from the 1996 Specid Eibraries Associa2on Steven I. Goldspid Memorial Research Gract, professors F. W.
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Readings in
information Retrieval

Practical Digital Libraries:
Books, Bytes & Bucks

Edited by
Karen Sparck Jones,
University of Cambridge
znd Peter Willett,
University of SheffieId

by Michael Lesk, Bellcore
Digital libraries are organized
and digitized systems of data
that can serve as rich resources
for their user community. This
authoritative and accessible
guide for librarians and corn,puter scientists explores the
technologies behind digital libraries?the choices to be made
in building them, and the economic and policy structures
that affect them.

Practicai DgiM Libraries
o f f e r st h e m o s t w i d e r a n g i n g overview o f digital
libraries currently availab!e, covering technical,
socizl,eccnornic, and iegal aspects
ar.al;izes economic and intellectual issues in the
emerging digital envirocment
shovis %ow text, images, audio, and video can b e
represented, distributed, used, and collected as forms
o f knowledge

Lancaster and Lrnda C. Smith of the University of Iuinois at Urbana-Champaign recently
completed their study on "Potential Applications of Artificial Intelligence and Expert
System Te~h~oiogies
in the Special Library
of the Future". Ele purpose of the study was
to produce a rediitic guide to what artificial
intelligence/expe:'L systems (AVES) technologies are 1i'~elyu, be able to contribute to
special librraxies in the near future.
Several metkods were used to review
successes and failures in the application of
AI/ES technologes in the library profession
and in other rcvironments. An extensive
literature revjew was undertaken, encompassing dzitabase searching for the past five
years in databases covering both library
and information sciexe (LISA, Library Literature, Information Science Abstracts,
ERIC) and business and scitech (INSPEC,
Compendex, Computer Select, NTIS, Current
Contents. Wdscn Applied Science and Technology, ABIIINFORU, Wilson Business Periodicals Index). Ir, addition, relevant
Internet sites wwe investigated and selected
periodical titles ~ q conference
d
proceedings
were scanned cover-to-cover. Reports of im-

Information retrieval (IF?) systems provide end-user access
to the huge range of textual informalion resources that are
naw available. This outstanding
collection of reprinted papers,
covering both general theory
and specific methods, provides
a comprehensive view of the whole arka. Each section contains
a carefully selected group of papers and includes a critical introduction to that topic as well as an extensive list of additional
references for further reading. The w o a d coverage in this
book prepares readers for successful study, research, and practice in all areas of IR.

* For a complete list o f papers please visit the book's website
at: http:/ /www.mkp.com/Sooks~catalog/1-55860-454-3.asp

plementations were the focus of this review
and follow-up contacts were made by mail,
telephone, and/or electronic mail to determine the present status of projects and to
learn more about available products or services. Site visits were also made to talk with
individuals involved in research and development at Ohio State University, Chemical
Abstracts Service, and OCLC.
The final report of the study first describes efforts to date in applying AIRS
within libraries and other information service operations. Work includes cataloging,
subject indexing (expert system approaches,
intelligent indexing). acquisiions and collection development activities, and reference
services (referral systems, database selection,"information retrieval). The true intellectual tasks associated ~ 9 t the
h library profession are not easily delegated to machines.
Although many library-related applications
of expert systems or "intelligent technologies" have been discussed in the literature,
this is extremely misleading. Few systems
have progressed to an operational state,
functioning on a daily basis and providing a
real service to library s'df or users.

A number of areas closely related to library problem should be monitored for applications that are potentially transferable.
The report provides an ovewiew of intelligent text processing, intelligent agents, intelligent interfaces, and data mining. Intelligent
text processkg is being used, experimentally
or operationally, in a number of applications,
including text categorization, text extraction,
text linkage, text augmentation, text summarization, text generation, and machine
translation. Challenges facing researchers in
text processing include rnakmg systems
more robust (greater accuracy, faster, cheaper in linguistic analysis), refining capabilities
(e.g., going from document retrieval to passage retrieval to answer retrieval), and making output mere cost-effective or attractive to
the user (by highlighting, text extraction or
summarization). Intelligent agents, programs that pixin retrieve data intelligently
from multiple information sources without
any human intervention, are being developed for information retrieval-type tasks
within the Internet and as tools designed to
achieve more specialized goals in smaller
Cc;tlfnbei?t
m cage 38
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In August, unit leaders were sent a H.W. Wilson Company Award - to th2
packet with nomination forms and descrip- author@) of an outstanding article published
tions for the 1998 Awards and Honors. in I@omahon Outlook d u h g the publication
These forms are also available on the Web year. Sponsored by EM! Wilson Company.
site (http://www.sla.orglpx/awdindex.ht~rJ) Information Today Innovations In. Techunder the Pubiic Relations link.
nology Award - for innovative use and apAdministered by the Public Relations plication of tec'r~ologyin a special library setDepartment, the program has reached a ting. Sponsored by Information Today, Inc.
new level with the presentation of two new
fie PK Deparment has three mcr&
awards that were just approved at the an- that pertain to the public relations and pronual conference in June. These two new mohbn ofthe profession. -%g? are:
awards are the Rose L. Vormelker Award Member Achievement - for outstanding conand the new sponsored award. the ljow txibutions by raising visibility, public a w e Jones Leadership Award: Zlst Century ness, and appreciation of the profession.
Competencies in Action. The deadline for all Media Award - for writing and producing
awardsunless otherwise noted after its an outstanding feature article on the profession of special librarianship, preferably
description below-is December 5, 1997.
The current awards giken by SLA are in a general circulation publication, radio,
or television production during the award
listed below with a bnydescr;;ption:
Hall of Fame - for an extended and sus- year (1997).
tained period of distinguished service to the International Special Librarians Day
Award - in recognition of the efforts made
association.
John Cotton Dana - in recognition of ex- by individuai memberjs) to promote hisher
special library, information resource center
ceptional service to special librarianship.
President's Award - for a notable contribu- or the profession for International Speciai
tion that has enhanced the association or Librarians Day, April 23, 1998. DeadIice is
May 1,1998
firthered its goals and objectives.
Information on all these awards is on the
Professional Award - in recognition of a
specific major achievement to the field of Web site at wwcv.sla.org~Please participate!
information science or special iibrarianship.
(Not necessarily an SLA member.)
Laye ts in the Air
Ir, the $ 1 ~issue of Bsence magazhe, p.
Honorary Member - individual must be
nominated at the Winter Meeting and is 78, SLA member and renowned romance
elected by the membership at the annual writer, Sandra Kitt, was hailed as "...a superconference.
nova among authors of African-k;~,erican
SLA Fellow - in recognition of leadership women's fiction." In the article higV&ghtIr:g
in the field of special librarianship and for African-American romance novel writers,
outstanding contributions and future ser- Essence noted that "Kitt has &ways had a
career outside writing. She is currently a colvice to the association.
Sponsored awardk are also a part ofthe lection specialist at New YoLI's Amerkm
Awards and Honors Program. Currently, aye Museum of Nahrral Xistory. In fad, it was
the skill and confidence she gained in the
have two such mar&:

For more information m "PublicRelahbns Outlook, " or to conm'bute to the column, please
contact Directoc Public Relahons jenn@r Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 634;fax: I 202-265-931 5 e-mail:jennfer@sla. 0%.
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workplace that keled her creative energes."
Kitt's vritirig career was rewarded when
she bad thee novels published L? 1984, w o
of which were hailed as Iandmarii novels,
Adam and PJ%,the fixst Harlequin paperback by an African-Americar, writer, and All
Good Thihgs (Dorrbieday) LZ h a "kcover
(most romances are paperback). in Februa-y
1997, HarIequh released a special Black
Eistory Month edition of Adam %miEya.
Her books isave included a heroine who
is ar, antiqrrarkn boolc restore; and in one
oovei, an archivist for a municipal archive
annex. The set%ngs Lq which Mitt finds her
creative muse v q from 5ke bea& on a vacation to the daily subway rides back and
forth t~ work as mzqager of library services
at the Haydec Piaqemiun, part of the Richard S. Perkins Library in the American
Museum of Namal History.

HOWDO YOU $pet! Po%l%ive
PR7
V-G-L-U-N-T-3-E-R! if you are looking
for a gmd way Q: gain s little cornunity
recognition, volu:ur=eerto he:? in a local activity with public visibility. The Washington, DC Chapter participated in IhETRs-the
Washington Metro Area's p d 5 c broadcasting station (television and radioj-tekvision pledge drive ic March,
Ellen Briscoe, sf the tVashington, DC
Chapter, sent me the June 1997 issue of
\VETA's mex5er xagazine. which Ckinked
the chapter in assisting the station to raise
9ve1 $800,800 twarc! public broadastizg
and MIETA'S program and services. The
station's magazine circulation is approximately 145,000 ~ l ~ r o u ~ o'iVashington,
nt
DC; Maryland; and Virginia.
Oc that note, Lr the sprbig 1997 issue of
Specid Coilecnbm, the bulletin of the Heart
of America Chapter, it was repofled that
chapter members stazed phones for a KCPT
(Kansas' PBS station) fzndraising evela',.
Getting involved, in area activities is a great
way to get the name of the Special Likaries
Association into the pubiic eye,
83

InSite ProS" from Information Access Company is the first web-bas& business
i~teiligencesolution developed especidy for the needs of information professionals just like you.
M i t e Pro puts you in a powerful position with its advanced search features.
You get instant access to more than 2,500 leading international periodicals,
without the hourly charges and search fees typical of traditional online services.
Best of all, you get unlimited and predictable access to the most trusted information databases
in the world without running up a hefty bill, ultimately controlling your budget. And because
InSite Pro is easy to use, all the searchers in your department can be effective immediately,
saving your company time and money in training costs.

PnSite PTO-Giving you all the time j~ouneed to get Intelligent Solution@Work.

Information Access 1
C G M P A N Y
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you'll

find it here.

*

the largest eoiiection of organic substances-mors
drawn from both journal ariicies and patenis;

than 12 million,

more than 19 miilion chemical and commercisl substance names;

CAS Registry Numbers@,the internationai standaid i c r concise
and reiiabie substance identificarion.
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by Laura .l. Bender

She encouraged a thorough self-examination process. Dean Carla Stoffle had no
outcome in mind-the stuciy would determine the final structure. In addition, the library had formed a Task Force on Access1
Ownership, whose members concluded that
the l i b r q must move from the old collection building and maintenance model to one
of providing materials and services based
on customer need. Although total quality
management literatxe was reviewed, as
well as much of the literature on re-engineering, restruchlrir?g, reorganization, etc.,
the structure thatevoived was a combination of many theorieeall pointing to the
goal of becoming art organization focusing
on customer needs.
A Steering Committee was formed to
come up with a macro design. They asked
themselves: "If we were starting a library
today, how would we organize ourselves
and our work to chie eve our mission?"

: The committee solicited input from all li-

brary staff, an open house was held, and
two designs emerged. They weighed the
Our Structure
pros and cons of the two, and came up
The University of Arizona Library is in
with a design incorporating the best of
its fourth year of a reorganization that
both. This was the macro design presented
piaced it at C?e forefront of organizational
to the four design teams charged with
restructuring among academic libraries.
completing
a macro design of functions to
This change involved the Eattening of the
be performed in the library. Ten implemenold vertical crganization into a horizontal
tation teams defined work at the micro levorganization whose charge is dynamic and
el, identified the staff needed to carry out
customer-driven
the work (FTEs), and developed position
The restructuring was prompted by sevdescriptions. The Operational Adjustment
eral factors. StaLe revenues were not keepTeam deternined final FTE allocation. An
ing up with economic expansion, materials
elected selection team interviewed and
costs had been rising steadily-especidy
hired team leaders. Then the Transition
serials msts (the library had just underPlanning Team appointed people to the
gone a $700,500 serials cancellation
eleven identified functional teams.
project), and the library was implementing
Based on the studies completed by the
its first integrated, online catalog (gateaforementioned committees, many more
way). In the midst of aU these changes, the
staff would 5e needed to implement the
library hired a new dean who recognized
that the librav was ripe for restructuring.
new plan than there were people available. Of course, not every staff member
was involved in the implementation of evLaura Bender is cr member of the Science-Engineering Team at the Uni~ersipofAniona ery change. There was concurrent inLibra3 :?kcson,AZ. she may be reached via e-mail ac Ibend~bird.library.aniona.edu. : volvement on the part of many, but the

:
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Library Systems Office, for example, focused its work on getting the online catalog
up and running, while many front line iibrarians worked with their departments to
lessen the impact of the deep seriais cuts.
The transition, therefore, took airnost two
years; much ionger than expected. Gver 130
staff were involved, and the organizationd
design that evolved-that the library functions with today-is the solution based on
invaluable staff input and available resources. Staff participation was and is hi@ly valued in the library culp~re.
There were no models in the &ray
world to help us through these initial stages. The business world had embraced quaiity management principles, but non-prost
organizations have been slow to follow.
E ~ ~
and
However, external C C G ~ Opressures
customer needs are closing the operation5
gap between non-profit and for-profit organizations and the University of Arizona Library received help from both sectors.
Susan prow and Maureen Sullivan, of
the Association of Research Libraries,
provided several training sessions. The
entire university was responding to similar demands for change and, as a result,
formed the Continuous Organization Renewal Office to help the library and other
departments learn quality rnanagenent
theories and applications. rntei Corporation provided the business consulttnts
who told us it would Qke at least seven
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years to approximate the sense of accomplishment associated with self-directed
teams and who introduced the library to
Lqe "management by planning" process
%at would be adopted during tile restrucmricg. Intel wofked closely with the University Employee Deveiopment and Training Office and the Employee Weilness Department to promGte good mental and
physical health during the transitm.
The result of this stchrral upheaval is
an organization that consists of the dean;
two assistant deans; ~ w oassistants to the
dean; a devdopment officer; eiever: teax
leaders who coach, facilitzte, and lead (and
were selected tkotrgh an intercai process
by elected teams of iibrarians and classified
staff, coordinated by the Transition Pianning Team); eight frmctional teams that directly sqpcrt mstomers inchding Fine
-ts:Hamantties; Research. &chives, MLIseuns, Special Collections; Science-Engineering; Zndergaduate Services, information Access (acquires information resourcesj, Materials Access (responsible for circulation, shelving, ex.); Bibliographic Access
(catalogs and processes materials); anl!
three teams that support the organization
inchding Lie dean's team which are the Library Support Team. the Business Operations Team, and the Libmy Inforaation
Systems Team. Team menbers chose to join
these functiond teams, or were enccuraged
to join, based upsn subject knowiedge, ex-

perience, ar:d appropriate ski3 sets. in addition to these zssigned functional or "hone"
teams, aoss-fi~imctiond t a r s of various
types are formed to administer buiges je.g.
bformation Kesmrces Cevelopne~~~Preservation Council, formeriy h e Colleabn Development Cormittee), address and irr.pIement annuai plan projects, arid address crgent challenges or strategic problem Members of these strategic, cross-fznctiond
teams come from existing functional teams.
They are given a deymed god with 3. designated timeline. The library is fmdig that
maiy of these prsjects are not .%:ished within the designated period of time Dei?ning
the work to be done, working with new team
nembers withi& a new team configuration,
and subject and research learning c w e s all
contribute to a ionger process than ir,iti&y
anticipated. Many new prcjects come out of
cross-funaionzl teams (responsiblefor coming up with projects to iimpiement the annud
?la11 goals; that require more than one year
to complete. Questions aiso are raised about
fie eventuai handoff of ongokg work coining out of the project terns. Vhere does the
project go &om here? Xow will h e def~red
onkones be implemented withh &i?e iibrary
or on campus? Now m a y handsffs go 5adi
tc the Gund:onal t e a m to be kcorporakd
izto team objectives that OirectIy serve our
customers.
QUF Fmcel~~;
Because the cew stxcare caEs for budgeting to a strategic $an, the S',rategk Long
Kange Planning Team (SLKP-one o%o
ongoing teams with torotkg membership;
the other being Informalion Resources Development/Prese~atIon).together with the
dean m d 52e assistant CLO h e dean for hman resources and budget, meet toward t k
end of each f i s d year as the 3udget Advisory Group (BAG) in order 'lo ailosate monies to the next yex's annual plan projects.
Cross-i?mctiond teams are a~pointed by
StRP to develop these projects. The challer:ge has been not or& to come up tvith
the projects that best benefit our customers,
but to design a nmber of projects h a t are
"doable," given <!e a n o m t of time aEscated, the a m b e r sf other projects and o5jeclives assigned to project team members,
md the size of 5?e budget required. In pas:
years as many as 8@people (out of 2 staff

Oh What a Tangled Web
We Search . . .

TO A WORLD OF

j

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY INTELLIGENCE
6 6 ...one of the finest

Untangle It !

collections of Internet sites
on a diskette ....Mr. Crowley
has done an outstanding
job organizing a very
comprehensive field.
Highly recommended ... 9 9

If \!our Library Staff or End-Users:
4 Aren't L'sing the Valuable Resources Available on the Web
4 Aren't 35 Comfortable Using the Web as They'd Like to Be
4 Aren't Fading &%a? They Expect on the Web
4 Need to "d
More Relevant Material on the Web - Faster

-Keviz Miles, hiIanager of
Library S e ~ ~ c eHapnes
s
and
Bcone, L.L.P., Dallas, Texas

Online Strategies Can Help

Onsite Workshops
Beginning or Advanced
Customized To Mee* YOUR Needs
Cousses Created from tl;e Information Professional's Perspective

,1
j
i

1I
i
i
Visit www.o+trat.com or call (703) 242-6078

of 200) have been ihvolved in the planning
process and the an a1 plan projects. There
were sometimes as many as five projects
for each goal in the annual plan. As Robbins and Fidey point o ~ int Why Teams
Don't Work: What V/mt Wrong and How to
Make zt Right, "Twa thiilgs destroy teams,
too little ckdenge and way, way too
much." {p. 90;. The first step toward the
design of successful projects is recognizing
this and takirig steps to change it. This
year, 1997-98, each of the five goals in the
annual plan has only one project.

?

Who Makes the kxision~?
Hard as & may seem, and challenges
notwithstanding, decision-making rests
with t!~eteams and with the individuals
who make up those teams. The dean must
answer to the University for Library operations; the back stops with her in difficult
policy sivdations, but she has relinquished
control of the new organization to the new
organization. She, and tine rest of the Library !Cabinet, consisting of the assistant
deans, fhe assistants to the dean, team
leaders, and a representative from the Li-

i
j

h~~jlwww.guifpub.com/sci-tech.html

William R. Crowley, Editor

Volume 1: Organic Chemicals
and Petrochemicals
F E ~1997.770
.
sites, 244 pages, index,
free computer disk, 7" x $0"paperback.
iSBN 0-88415-$39-5 #5'39
$69

Volume 2: Inorganic
Chemicals and ~ i n e r a l s
May 1997. 500+ shs, 200 pages. i ~ l e x .
free computer GisK, 7" x 1 0 paperback.
ism o - 8 ~ 5 - : 4 0 - 9 8 1 4 0 $69

brary Faculty Assembly (librarians), serve
to question and clarify decisions made by
teams. They, along with the entire library
staff, must measure decisions based on adequate data and direct customer benefit. In
addition to their questioning role, the cabinet allocates personnel and operations budgets at the micro level (BAG allocates at the
macro level). They appoint the SLRP team,
the group of librarians and classified staff
(seven in all) who are to develop the strategic long range plan,
The Information Resources Developmentlpreservation Council is charged with
the development and setting of poIicies for
the allocation of the $6 million information
access budget. Teams and individual subject selectors manage their fund lines to
meet the information needs of their respective customers.
This decentralized decision-making
calls for effective communication between
teams-a fact that has proven to be a challenge in the organization. Some teams are
much larger than the ideal of seven to nine
persons espoused in the team organization
literature, and time is needed to learn how

Box 2608
@P.O.
Houston, Texas 77252-2608
713-520-4444
FAX: 713-525-4~7

to work together effectively. Although
there is an open team report meeting every
six weeks, where all library staff are encouraged to attend, relatively few attend
other than members of the Library Cabinet
and members of the reporting teams. As a
result of incomplete or ineffective communication, there is often a lack of common
understanding of goals, uncertainty about
what empowerment means, uncertainty
about which decisions require consensus
decision-making, and which do not. Individuals bring with them different expectations of outcomes, different learning and
working styles, and different approaches
to problem-solving.

kafnjng ~t'gafli~athl
The challenges in the decision-making
arena are got being ignored (nor are other
challenges facing us as we aspire to become
a learning organization). Staff must realize
that they are responsible and accountable
for what happens in their teams and in the
library. To help them toward that realization, the library has offered training in the
principles of the learning organization,
Information Outlooh September 1997
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including the ideas of Peter Senge, who
talks about shared vision, personal mastery, systems thinking, ad risk-taking.
Robert Fritz states in Co~poratelides: B e
Inescapable Laws of Organizational Structure, "Organizations that can't learn, can't
change." (p. 241). Most of the library staff
were raised ir, our performance-based, individualistic culture. Adjusting to the concept
of the learning organization and team organization is a hard, slow process. Traiciig
needs to be designed to silpport us as we
work on our strategic goals a d outcomes.
Continuous change and improvement are directly linked to the tension between our vision of what needs to be accomplished, and
the current reality as we attempt to create
that vision. This vision, in Pxn, is lin'~eddirectly to our customers. We learn from our
customers. Implicit in the implementation of
new services and products is continuous
feedback from our customers about their ir,formation needs. The library seeks to understand their information-seeking behaviors,
and how they go about f n d i g their information. Ongoing communication with our
customers feeds information into the ongo-

4 Government Reports
4 U.S. Supreme Court Briefs

4
4
4

IRS Documents
Agency Decisions
Tax f reaties
FederalEtate Court Decisions
and Filings
Federatistate Legislative and
Regulatory Docilments, and more!

A

All of the aboveand fast!

We can deliver documents cited in
BNA publications-plus materials from
other public and private sourcesaddressing environmentlsafety, health
care policy, iabodHR, tax issues, and
business and !egal issues.
We can even watch for upcoming
documents. . . and send them to you
the moment they are released.
That's why BNA PLUS is a trusted
partner to libraries, organizations, and
government offices wor!dwide.
?L
R
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ing needs assessment loo?, so necessary for
effective decision-makmg. The library is h
the process of designing a basic needs assessment p r o b e e , L~chdhgan dectronic
needs assessment tool.
Mechanisms also have been developed
for internal assessment of our services. Internd and external mstomers can answer a
customer satisfaction survey available on
the library's Web page. A second phase of
this project has been designed for 1999198
to "bring teams to a shared team vision, to
assess team. work needs and performance
measures, to deAne needed competencies
within the teams, and to create individud
performancellearning portfolios. The team
imp:ernentation wiI be @ded by a weli-defined framework or curriciium developeci
by the project team and facilitated by tile
team leaders" (taken from the StaiEmiP-onmentC dforfdembers, May 23, 1999).

,

+
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The central concepts and desired sutcomes underlying the hi'niversity of Maona
Library's restxcming include: beiig customer-centered, having ongoing needs assessment, customer self-sufficiency, eempowerment of staff and teams: data-driven
decision making, staff development and
training, and continuous change and improvement. AE of these concepts are predicated on the existence of a shared vision.
Department walls in intel's facility F-6 in
Chandler, Arizona, exhibit lnteiei's vision
statement for ail employees and visitors to
see. The library as a whole needs to define
its overall vision. M y then wiil teams and
team members have a clear sense of direction. Most aE barriers, real or imagined,
that we face in our quest (and there always
wiE be some barriers), wI-ether iack of
physical space, lack of money, lack of a uniform technology infrastructure across campus, lack of necessary training for iibrary
staff? staff working and learning style differences, littie time for reflection, sense of
chaoslfragmentation as we head toward
self-directed teams, lack of an appropriate
xmpensationlcIassification systerr: or reward system to recognize new work being
performed by staff, la& of balance in life;
ali of fhese wili be taken much more in
stride once a shared vision is designed and
adopted by the iibrary S ~ o r a d cattempts

have been made to design a shared vision.
Staff were ask& to contribute ideas, Bther
Iibra7- co~mitmentsand time constraints
have diffused the resuits. %is shared vision wiIi not be comprised of a set of prescribed mlues or ways of doing our work. It
wili refiec the desire to grow, :emin dymmic, and continualiy provide senrices
needed by ;he camps csmm~nity.

.

-

-

,
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Tile library has had, and is enjoying,
m a y successes, fie staff are deveiophg
many new skiis. Partnerships are behg
formed wit;? facultyf coEeapes, and s z dents. There is pride in problem-solving. We
are learning that work is a series of processes. '& are reducing costs m d hprooJi;.lg
quality Vie are Icreakhg the mold of conuentiond library ~ e ~ c eVie
s , are iearnig that
coEaborztion, not conpetition is key We x e
learnhg how to be responsive G real customer needs. Most impomntIy, we are positioning the librag as a leader of cihnge on
the University of &izoca campus.
Within our teams success%i goal setting
can energize us and productivity im~roves,
Teams coxbine nultiple s k i s , experiences,
and judgments. As Lie library grows into a
learning organization, it nust not jose sight
of its focm and its most i m p o m ~ tresource-the iibrary staff. Grezt organizations build ways to reicfom a shared vision. They constantly look for ways to aiigr:
their empioyees and refresh their sense of
yqose.

W h f Necessa~
fa C ~ a t Alr"gnmenfl
e
People who share the szne values
Peopie wanting to work together trward
c o ~ m o outcomes
c
* Peopie who are menbers of the crganization by their own conscious chdce
Peopie who zre motivated by a deep desire to contribute ;o Lie arganiza5o11
A hir game (one in which people can
succeed or hi! based on the merits of
their actions rather than poiitical intrigue (Fritz, p. 261:
Change is hard, and change will a:ways be with us. This is an exciting time
for our iibrary As we are chailenged,
let's keep in mind Howard Junker's entreaty: "Onwardi"
gj
.:
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The Key To Expanding
Your Database Collection
A NEW PAY-AS-YOU-GO
SERVICE FROMSILVERPLATTER
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by Alison J. Head

n the last ten yea's, American cc?mpanies have invested more than $1 &%ion i? computers; installing
systems to maqage information and to put competitors at a significant loss. Many axtomation attempts,
however, have been dismd nightmares, fraght with
fmstration and failure. Botk managers aqd workers
have become increasingly aware of tile shortcomings of information
technology projects, including time delays, unsuitable training, m d
little integration of systems with business objectives.
One long-touted panacea for technoIogy woes comes from Harvard Business Schooi Professor Shoshana Zubof. In her seminal
work, In the Age @the Smart Machine j :988), she cmtends that

Alkon j. Head k &recto,?-~ofnfomaiionmanagement at %e Press
Democrat Newspaper, a New York Tmes Re@boaaIN.spaper in Smta
Rosa, CA. She k aka a Lecturer in San Jose State Univos@'s Graduate School @Library and Infomation Sdence. fiis study wasAnded
by a 1996 Research GrantS/om S m j ~ s eState UnivdQ. Special
thanks to research ass'stmfs End Iiwdn, Eick Sager; Dm2 Hatj?eId
Sparks, and Karyn TqIor puinlan, who allgreat& contduted to 632s
prgect. Head m g be reached viae-mail al: a/ison@sonic,nb
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ed and $so, to .what degree. Further, the role
that information professionai,~play :n Lie informating process is examined.

What is Pnlormating?
There zre two sides to inteIIigect technology implementation
thzt Zuboff descnbes. One aspect concerns automztion o: the often

@

arduous engineering task of transforming routine tasks into a rational medium. The other facet, more central in Zuboff's works, involves informating or re-designing work far beyond automated
tasks so that new information-the inevitable by-product of cornputerization-may be developed by workers into a strategic company asset.
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could be the basis for developing new services, products, or strategic direction.
Management can either choose to recognize and to organize this new information or
they can choose to disregard it. The decision
to ignore the information stockpile is u s d y
derived from a narrow mission of the computerization project, itself; one more focused
on automating one particular task than on
discovering underlying pamerns of work,
productivity levels, and over& purpose.
If management decides to tap the information stockpiie, then the informating process begins. Workers (if access is granted
and creativity is encouraged) are given the
chance to expiore different patterns in the
information: bringing ideas LO the company
that will increase productivity, decrease operating costs, create new products, or serve
customers better.

a Pos~~fndusbiot
w@~kp$~g@
Infomating addresses the changing
roies among managers and workers fhat OCcur-+rshould occur-with the influx of information technologies. In the informated
work environment-a radicai departure
from the industrial workplace-three necessary work conditions must be met. First.
managers nust "free" workers to explore
and interpret patterns in the central database's content. In many settings, this
means that managers must loosen their grip
on authority and control and give way to a
more decentralized work environment.
Then most, if not all, workers should be encouraged and rewarded for discovering underlying patterns that contribute to innovation and new directions.
Second, each worker needs the resources
to participate. This often requires that systerns' computer expertise be decentralized
and distributed throughout the organization
so that workers lrave more direct, ongoiiig
access to key, raw dab. TKird, management
must make a conscious effort to develop azzd
to train workers so they can determine context withii the informationai stockpiie and
participate in the planning process; especialiy at the brainstorming1weL

@ a ~ ~ r i%he
@g
6tflf~~rna%f.8"wg
PP@C~%$
In the Age of the Smart Machine is a
comprehensive and insightful book that
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ckonicles workplace pressxes occurring
~Niththe introduction of <Pie computer. In ow
expioratory research projed, Zuboffs centra!
thesis is divided into four primary dimensions 10 broaay (not exhustively) represent
the informating process. We surmised that
the informated organiization has: I) a centrd
and zccessiiile zutomated database@) that
reveals F~nctiocalcore; 2 ) less maagerid
control and high levels of worker autonomjc
3) decentralized systems expertise,
44:
demonstrated company comxlitment to deveiopment (both people through training
and new products througii planning).
We used fnese dimensions to develop a
22-item questionnaire to ver'iaay administer L
' o respondents on-sire, The questionnaire was designed to measure whecLizer
workplaces were informated and if so. to
what degree. Xespondellts were pre-selected based on their d i x t clnvoivement with
designing or mainwining a company's core
database and their willingness LO participate
in the study. Interviewers used the questionnaire to collect information about worker tides, educational levels. job tasks, assessments of management styles, and activities associated with informating dimensions. Our sttidy's popdation is derived
from the largest revenue-producing companies in foe San Francisco Bay Area that are
information industries, where information
is the key resource in either making products or providing services. The saxpie is
small because &e study is exploratory and
at a pilot stage. Further research. with forma1 testable hypotheses and a larger, more
diverse sampie needs to conducted to more
deeply measure the informating process.

faf@lm~%i
rom interviews conduc~edby graduate
students during June and July 1996. a pzttern emerged from our sample about 51:frlied and unfulfilled dimensions of the informating process, In particular, key findings reveal that:
L I
, e
3
- a.
pkaSai sak, Inforrnatioc professionalswhether they are working in a corporate
library or in another depzrtment as Webmasters-play a key role in designing andl
or and maintaining a compa3y9s central

infomation resource and in carrying out
C?einformating process. More respondents
in t5e sample have M.L.S. degrees (41.l
percent] than m y other edxational degree.
Respondents wixh a B.S. (mostly in computer science) are the next largest educational
grouping (29.4 percent). Additionally. more
than half of the sample reporr that Cky
"frequentlyn If r,ot "a1.vvays" andyze pztterns i;r tke database so they can generate
ideas about how the cornpa~yrr@t fmction more competitively.
In particular, information professionals
x e involved with kforniating projects t h t
are ongoing, highly visible, and mzplex.
Typically, the core database includes a compiiation cf amual reports, marketirg figures
and trends, product and sewice descriptions.
gewspaper and magazine &ides, Web linics
to other sites, technical specifications and
drawings, interactive ~ ' ~ p p ose+ces,
rt
photos, and job listhgs. The ceritral source is a
kind of "cmerit awareness" tool that is continuocsly accessfile ';o users online. One respondent suggests that her project, the a m pany's main Web site, functions like a "front
doory to tile company inviting vlewers to
undersand the co~pany's purpose while
pro17idig them with useful informztim
She reveals that she has "fougllt bng and
hard with manageaent" to make 5?e source
scrnethicg beyond an onlie maketing brockare by hcludhg crucial irGxma3on to users abmt repairs and sxppport. hother respondent repom 5?rat his Web site adds a
strategic edge by ""off-!oadhg c; lot of repetitiom tasks" an6 Giectly saving the company
millions of dollars annually in suppon calls,
2 IF& appIicai30~&reC're p ~ c f c m d
$ezInndcrgy The VJeb is a viable aiternatme to vendor-based netwoC< systems for
storing and distributing the company's
meta-information source. More t h n a third
of the sample (35.2 percent; use external
VJeb sites as CQek centra! database; vdinile
siigfitly fewer use internai Inaanets (29.4
percent). More &a2 a third of the sample
use vendor-based internd networks $5.2
~;ercent]for housing their central dztabase.
However, much of the network conten: is
narrgwly fomsed or: product specifications
m d srandards.
The flexil~iliiyof Web tools for managing mu1timedia content, the relatively littie

STAR Web interface, you can offer'iully interacthe,
"staten-awareassisted and expert searching of your
databases - on the Internet and intranets - using
standard browsers.
Without needing to become HTML experts, administrators can easily customize Web sessions provided with the STAR/Libraries application package or
design their own, from menus and search pages to
reports and hypertext linkslorder forms.
More than just input forms.
You can give your users more than "menu, menu!
click, click" and more than just keyword searching
in a single input box. With STAR, you can offer
users a variety of assisted and expert search pages
designed just right for your database content and
users.
Expert and novice searchers alike will become satisfied users when they can easily explore your databases and find what they're looking for!
Mare than just a "back" key.
STAR remembers what users enter and select, so
they can automatically paste selected terms from
an index display into a search textbox and execute
an already fully formed search expression with

only one click.
And, STAR remembers users' check- ' ,.,_,. .-, - - m m
box s e l e c t i o n s
when they want
to place orders or
request services.
More than a
Ilbrary system.
STAR gives you th
possible OPAC, and STAR/
Libraries gives you the
best Windows-based product for managing your collections and processes.
And, with other ready-to-use information management solutions -for images, full-text, archives, and
records - you'll have the right software to move
your library and organization into the 21st century.
c*e
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Don't settle for less. There's just one choice.

CUADRA ASSOCIATES, INC.
1 I835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 855 * Los Angeles, CA 90064
(3 10) 478-0066 & (800) 366-1390. FW (3 10) 477-1078
e-mail: sales@cuadra.com Internet: www.cuadra.com
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staff required to design and mainrain a
site, and the technology's inherent accessibility by most users are ail reasons respondents cited for the growicg poptllarity of Web-based tools for informating

28
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projects. One :espo~:dent conslaers 5le
Web a far-reaching technology that cac
effectiveIy reach out to his conpa~y's
clrstomer base with relevant and necess a y infcmaticn, icng diffkuit to deliver.

E-:efs creathg aan "extremely complex" vie5

sit2 fc: xhe campy that goes bgoad the
typical vscity site and serves as the m q a rys "neme cente:." A new level of customer semke bas Seen crezted for regisrered
users, who CZE access bcg reprts, track the
sta31s OB orders, aemse case inciuiries. and

1s
:' a first-i:?e poweTdflil partnership of the
worid's premier financiai news service ana m e
!eadir,g orline ififorma:ion search and re:rieval
company And for :he first :he, you'ii have
access to Bloombeg's Yoad finarcia! Pews
coveiage and key summary financial data ming
Ihe C-Wext searching ard archival capabiiit!es of
me LEX!S-NEXIS sewices.

Blazing new trai:s i r Informa3on isn't new to el:her
company: LEXIS-KEXIS pioneered online ~nformation
search and retrleua: wi:? :he launch of the L E X ~ S ~
service for legal professionais. then expandea o
:
news a x business information with the NEXIS'
service. M!cnaei Bioom;>ergintroduced 7%
BLOOMBERG t e r m ~ ~:n
a l1981,a real-time
?inancia: information network for pro+essionals.

For more information, call L-8OC-227-4908 or visit our wensite at http://www.Iexis-nexis.com/Sloomberg/

Whe:: ~tcorr.es :o iirsts In the information
industry, LEXiS-NEXiS and Rloom5erg are the
first o
: come o
: mlrd. Bloomoerg or: ?!e
iEXiS-hEXlS services. Ncw avaiiable.
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the Derwent World Patents
Index (DWPI) as your diving
pool. By knowing yot; dove into
the world's premier source for
enhanced international patent
in for ma ti^^, you'll feel confident and secure that your
research results will receive the highest marks. And in

uxovering all the crucial information that is necessary
for your clients or organization to make sound, confident
business decisions.
Give us a call a t
800-451-3551 to find
out how Derwent and
the Derwent World

confident that your results are accurate and comprehen-

you, and to receive

tion retrieval solutions, superior customer support, and
fast document delivery, Dement is the only place you

FREE Online Searching
Training Seminars. Or, visit our Web Site a t
http:/lwww.derwent.com to find out more about
Dement's wide-range of information solutions.

tent research dive without the
Index. The time is now to make absolutely sure you're

Scientiiic and Patent i.riornarion
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E aatswana, Lesotho
Z Camercon, CAP\, Chad
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Guinea-Bissau,
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0 Cjte d'lvcirc Mali
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0 Gabon, Equatoria!
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O eana
O Guinea, Sierra kone,
Liberia
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Namibia, Swaziland
1 Niger, Buikina Faso
1 Nlgerla
1 Senegal, The Gambia,
Mauritania
Soutii Africa
17 Tanzani+ Cornorcs
Togo, Senin
Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi
0 ZzrnMs, Democratic
Republic of Congo
I3 Zimbabw-e

India, Nepal

0 indoseria

C ?em

Japan
Malap~a.3 r ~ n e i
@ Myanma: (Bcrna)
D New Zealand
0 Pxlfic :siands: Pi;;,
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Westem Saam,

0 Tnnidad 2nd Tobzga,
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O Cypms, Maita
Czech Repbbiic
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2 Euiopex Unior.
2 Finknd
C Frmce
0 Ceorgia, .m.ecia
0 C&aar.y

i mclose a check for US$
(payabie :o The Econcms; inte:!!gence Uni:
k x t c d NA :nc)
Tlezse

Job titie:
Company:

Address:

0 Grzcce
Eungav
ire!mc
itziy
0 LOzzkstan
0 Uyrgy %pepiib:ic,
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In
by Hope d Bell

The information environment is changing
rapidly and many information professionals
are struggling with the Sear that end-user
access to tile btzmet (and other electronic
media) wiII adversely affect their jobs. The
internet is no ltlnger the playground of technophiles. It is fast becoming the perceived
place t~ find 21 the information you want
and is frequently used by library clients. Libraries and their card catalogs are looked
upon as antiquated-not keeping up with to
the mulute mforrnation users now demand.

ion S
The information world is quicWy changing
and it is essential that library staff change
with it. Librarians need to prove and publicize that they are information specialists
who can still provide valuable assistance
with their clients' research needs. Internet
technology provides an avenue for information specialists to show they are professionals who have adapted to the new technology and have much to contribute to any
project because they wear many hatsproblem solver, c<)mputeruser, librarian,
researcher, trainer, marketer, writer, database developer-the list is endless.

Hope Bell k manager Of the Resource Centrefor the Eastern Ontario CZwter of oflcesfor
KPlMG and semes 25G+ KPMG professionals. She can be reached via e-mail at: hbell
@ k p wca. KPMG is an inlemationaZJi'm which oflers a comprehensive range ofJinancial
adv&op and management consulting sewices.

ists
The Enemy
Ignorance is an information professionals biggest enemy, not the Internet. The media hype surrounding the Internet has led
many people to believe that everything they
want is on the Net. As a result, users believe there is no reason to visit a library or
speak with an information professional. Clients don't realize that the majority of the
information on the Internet is "promotional" in nakre and does not include many
reputable information sources that are expensive or fee-based. Some will subscribe
to various services or request research from
online information providers without doing
any costlbenefit analysis or realizing that
they could obtain the same information
from their information professional at a
much lower price. Education is the k g . Everybody has heard of the lnternet and is
Information Outlook * September 1997
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Every day, you put your company's
future on the line. Why trust anything
less than Dun & Bradstreet Online?
To make the business decisions that impact your
company's profitability you need a scurce of information
you can t m t . That's Dun & Bradstreet.

A full range of solutions ...one source.
Check financial statements. Identify company ownership.
Assess a f i n ' s stability and profitability.

Quick, convenient access.
D&B's online soiutions are offered on many popular
online services, including: Knight-Ridder Information/
.. Information
DIALOG". .. Dow Jones News/Retniewii@.
America". .. LEXISa-hEXIS". .. WESTLAW". . .
NewsNeP.. . CompuServeQ... Prodigym... and
CDB Infotek.
For more informath, a ~ adhee copy of Now to Protect
Yowself From Business Fraud, call our Customer Support
Group at 1-800-223-1026exi. 225.

Dun & Sfadstree*

.

wiIl be avaiiable at w~ju~.kovacs.com)

Fasmr? Y m w #

*

2s

m %xperf7

Keplariy 1:nkyour name with the word
'.Internet." :I wrote shod Internet articleslsik reviews and placed them in an
interid newsletter. Topics ranged from
.'Wilat is a L'RL?" to "The Internet vs.
Traditimal Online Databases.") Articles
don't izave to be technical-remember
most of ymr audience are Internet beginners and ~7anteasy-to-understand
instructions and tips. Knowing how to
use the Jntexet isn't enough; you have
to publicize what you know and what
you can do.
Get involvxl ir, your organization's
Internet preparations. Don't wait for peop e to ccme to you. Be proactive. Does
you.. orgxI'ition have a Web page? An
Lntrawet; site? Are they working on one?
Yau
s ~ g e s tconlent, volunteer to
help tvith the editistructure, or design
a "library" segment for the InternerJIntranet. Has your organization prepared an
Lqternevlntranet stratepy? Suggest a
cornnittee be formed and be sure to in-

e

0

chde yourself as one of the members.
Evaluating, organizing, and indexing information is om specialty. Does your organization have lnternet policies? Do a
survey of ymr local li5rary community,
create a draft poiicy Iist, and present it to
management.
Post interesting Internet articles on bulletin boards or cite them in internal
newsletters.
Target particular groups or divisions of
the organiza~ion.Most internal groups
have weeKy or monthly meetings. Ask to
speak about the Internet for ten minutes.
Use this time to broadcast what you can
do for them, answer questions, and give
them some tips on how their business
could benefit from this use. Organizations require a business case for using
irLforrnation services and the Internet to
justify the time and dollars spent.

dgg@WD~k
* Find out who in the organization is
working on internet-related projects
and talk to them Find out what they're
doing and ask if you can help or at

.

1

,

*

.

.

.

.

least be kept informed. Are there staff
in your organization working at cross
purposes; maybe two or three groups
developing an Internet strategy for the
company? A Web page?
Communicate with your Marketing and
Information Technology staff to avoid
accidentally stepping on someone else's
toes. Information Technology staff are
tremendous allies and if approached correctly are usually W i g to join forces to
create an outstandhg Internet team.
Stress that you want to work as a team
and that your research knowledge would
c~mplirr~ent
their technical knowledge.
Talk to information professionals outside your organization, develop a networii, and learn from their experiences.
What Internet strategies have they implemented and did they work? Gather
samples of Internet training and marketing aaterials prepxed by these organizatims.

Ed#ka& i?& E%h ~

D H L&YS
~ F
Post notices volunteering to help and
trah new Internet users or advertise a
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library "Internet hotline" that people
could call with Internet problems.
Develop short (30-45 minute) "iunch 6r
learn" sessions to gradudily introduce
the Internet to your clients. Topics could
include the basics of using Netscape:
the research process, how to use particular search engines, how to subscribe
to listservs, how to use push technoiogies, etc.
Prepare Internet-related quick reference
cards or laminated bookmarks-topics
could include search engine comparisons, cyber citations, or lists of desktop
reference sites, phone books, dictionaries, etc. Be sure to prominently feature
the information center logo and your
name.
Teach short "Introduction to the Internet"
or "How to search tne Internet" seminars.
Explain in simple terms what the Internet
is, how it works, and then target the subject areas of most interest to your audience. Market the seminars as "better
than books" because they allow interaction with other users and can target their
areas of difficulty. Limit the seminar size
to a manageable number so you car? give
individual attention. Keep in mind that,
in addition to the Internet, some clients
may need to be taught research methods
(i.e. how to choose key words and what
Boolean searching is). I developed a' interactive two-and-a-half hour "Introduction to the Internet" seminar which included a Powerpoint presentation and
30-page workbook with KPMG-spec&
information. Seminars were offered at a
variety of times over a three week period.
The response was overwhelming.
Don't hog all the accumulated k n o d
edge and expertise. Share it with colleagues and clients. If you find a great
site or figured out why that software
wouldn't interface with your computer,
let people know.
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quality of questions have risen. Staff have
been educated regarding the limitations of
the Internet and realie it is s t 3 necessary
to ask their :nformation specidist for assistance with research. My name is iinked in
5eir nlnds with "information" a d
"Lrternet." The number of quick reference
questions has deceased, but the number of
research requests and requests for Internet
assistance are steadily increashg. ?rly work
with the Internet raised my profile and that
of C2e KPMG Information Centers, opening
some new doors for the firm's information
Th@Bmpaet
KPMG was the &st of the "Big Six" Ca- specialists. in joint efforts with other office
nadian accountinglconsultir.g firms to de- professionals, "Job Search on the Internet"
velop an Internet homepage (http:/l and "HR and the Internet" semkars were
wcvw.kpmg.ca) in Xovernber 1995, and i t c r e a t e d and heid for I(PMG clients. We have
introduced Internet access to a2 of its Cana- also been asked to develop national traindian staff in the spring of 1995. & In- n g materials and have been given repretraweb site was created for internal docu- sentztiori on nationd conm&tes.
ments. The main Intraweb page kcindes
iinks to the Canadian KPMG hbraries d e C %%? &%uE
The Internet Is information. Recognize
the "Global Information Xetwork" and the
"Introduction to the Internet" materials that that an information professional's expertise
I created. More than half of the professional Iies in their ability to communicate and
staff in my office attended the first training tea& others how to find information. diseminars we conducted and are now rising en% need tc develop a business case to justhe Internet effectively, An additional 15 ?& dollars spent, recognize the Internet's
percent. requested one-on-one sessions. iimitations, leaq how to seiect search terms
Sew staff members are given Internet train- that target tile information they want,
ing as part of their orientation sessions. Tax choose a sear& eengne, appiy ',ricks to
professionais car, access tax forms; alldlt searching particular search sites, evainate
staff can access exchange rates; administra- the information they find, mderstand the
tive staff can cse dictionaries, eiectronic copyrigqt laws, etc. These are things that
teiephone books, and pos-A code daecto- their information professional can teach
ries-there is a multitude of time savirg them. Izternet users (your clie~ts)may
business uses. Staff can create personalized doubt they need any addltionai traimg or
electronic reference colleaions on tiieir assistance until their information specialist
desktop. The Internet is considered an in- takes 2 proactive approach and shows them
portant business tool. A national, mandato- what they're missing.
Do not sh:ink from the Iaternei, emry "Isternet research" course is being developed and is expected 9 be implemented brace it. There are "new w d d " inforxation professionals and "old world" inforby 1998.
As a result of the internet, my job de- mation professionzls "'Sew world" inforscription and ~,~~orIcload
have increased, zation professionals will adapt, survive,
rather than decreased, and the nature z.2 and prosper.
8
Don't; stop with Internet searching and
don't get in a rut and stop learning.
Take advantage of opportunities to
learn any and all aspects of the Internet
that are presented-HTML progamming, JAVA, creating Adobe documents,
etc. The Internet 1s constantly changing.
Remaining the "Icternet ExperY requires an investment of tirile and a wilingness to learn.

'ALUE
time and report it to CCC. CCC
takes this data and statistically
determines AAS royalties. This
is the mechanism of compliance
for larger corporations with high
photocopying. Beyond the survey, there is no more countingie. it is not pay-as-you-go. An
estimate of usage is made based
Of concern to many librari- upon the number of employees
ans is the theoretical concept of copying and the industry which
a "copyright audit." Such an the corporation is in.
audit would conceivably entail a
Another compliance mechavisit from an external agency to nism at CCC is the Bansaction
deterpine if company's copy- Reporting Service (TRS) which
right piicy and practices are is a pay-as-you-go approach of
reporting each instance of phofollowing copyright law.
Pur ming this idea. i contact- tocopying of copyrighted materied Dave Davis, program devel- als, CCC respects the confidentioper at Copyright Clearance ality of records, but if the court
Center, Inc. (CCC). Mr. Davis requests them, CCC will comply.
Although Mr. Davis said CCC
courteousIy responded to my email a.nd followed up with a does not do copyright audits, lie
phone dl.When asked, he mentioned that he thought the
said, '$1am not familiar with the Software Publishers Association
concept of 'copyright audit.' ... (SPA) conducts "'software ailTo my knowledge CCC has not dits' where a corporation is visdone anything like that."
ited and their computers
He went on to describe a checked for registered (and
somewhat distant concept which non-registered) software." I atis part of a copyright compliance tempted to contact the SPA, but
program. He said that what the at the time of writing, had not
K C dces do for licensees (cor- heard back from them.
porations that already have a liOverall, I appreciated Nlr.
cense from CCC) is an Annual Davis' promptness and courtesy
in in responding and he seemed to
Authorization Service (M),
which the CBCCasiis the corpora- emphasize that CCC is attempttion to conOuct their own survey ing to help companies comply
of phowcopy activity (of copy- with the copyright law, not to
righted materrd) for a period of police it.
%

by Lawrence Guthie, IT. Guthne k interlibrary loan libranan,
Covingron 63 Burling, Washington, DC. For more infomation on
“Copyright Ccmer;",or lo conm'bute to the column, please contact
Guthrie at: 1-292-662-6158; fa:
1-202-778-8658; e-rnail:
&thn'e@cor/.am.

At Ernst & Young, we deliver va!ue to our clients by
capturing, reshaphg, and transferring knowledge.
The Ernst & Young Center for Buciness Knowledgem,
a fully-dedicated resource center, employs leading
edge information professionais, technologies and
methodologies to support the knowledge
requirements o f our ciients and professionals.
Our dynamic team works out of several strategic
locations across the country, such as Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Clevelacd, Dallas, Detroit, Houston,
Indianapolis, Los Angeles, New York, Phiiadelphia,
San Jose, St. Lou& Vienna, and Washington.

BUSINESS RESEARCH/
INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS
Relying on your powerful business research skills,
you'll collaborate with innovative professionai
services teams on fast-paced, client engagements.
Major clients and team members will depend on
your
expertise
in leading
edge
searching techniqces, as well as your ability to quickly
assimilate a broad range of business subject matter.
A Bachelor's Degree and proven business research
success are required; a business-focused Master of
Library Science or an MBA i s preferred. One to
three years' industry experience is essential, as is
knowledge of business concepts, issues, processes,
and information technologies. Proficiency in the use of
major information vendor products and services ( e g
Dialog, D o w Jones New Retrieval, Lexis-Nexis, SDC,
etc.) and experience with a wide variety of business
information sources are required. Refined communication skills, a strong customer service orientation
and a commitment to teamwork are indispensable.
Experience in a Lotus Notes environment is a plus.
Light travel i s required.
Along with the stimulating atmosphere of our
Center for Business Knowiedge, you'll enjoy
extremely challenging assignments and innovative
work environment. All Ernst & Young team members are offered competitive salaries, benefits, and
opportunities for growth. Interested candidates
may send cover letters and resumes with salary
requirements to: Recruiter-SM/BRlP/SLA, Ernst &

Young LLP, 1220 Skylight Office Tower, 1660
West Second Street, Clevefand, OH 441 13; Fax
(216) 622-1483. Ernst & Young is an equal
opportunity employer m/f/d/v.
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universes of datz such as corporate da2bases. Equipping a system with an irxelligent interface aUows it to be accessed by a
wider range of users. Although such interfaces could be used in a variety of application domains, fiose of most interest for 2braries are designed to simplify access to
information retrieval systems. The most basic of such interfaces embed some know;edge of databases and systems so that the
user need not be familiar with these details
in order to retrieve relevant records suecessfully. More sophisticated interfaces
have a user modeling capability that allows
them to adjust to a user's skills and patterns of usage. Data mining took are designed to find hidden infornation in databases comprised of various krms of "hard"
je.g., sales and other financial) data. W J e
they can be useful toois, they should not be
considered a substitute for more purposive
research. In all these appiication areas, one
needs to go beyond the "intelligent" 'label
and determine the actual capabiiities of the
particular application, For example, an "inteIligent age&' may ackiaLiy be performing
cierical searching tasks where 6the "intelligence" can be built into the program and
human intervention is not needed.
The report also briefly t~ucheson fcur
application areas with possible rejevace to
libraries: help desks? medical diagnosis, aitiquing systems, and goripware. Help desks
perform a type of comercid "reference ser-
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vice" and are dependent on approaches tc
information retrieval. Diagnosis is ir;,d~:.ded
because the diagnostic role of the physician
bears some resemblmce to the roie of the iibrariac in dizgnosirg information needs,
Critiquing systems and goupware are both
applicable to library situations, tk:e former to
ectilcation and trainkg a ~ Lqe
d lager t: vario w foms of collaboration.
Technologies offering greater Begbirity
in input and output may also prove relevant
to iibraries. Speech technology includes
both speech synthesis and sgeeclrl recog&
tion (the harder problemj. There is z, furthe: distinction between speed? recogni"Lion
and: speech understanding: speech recogni- .
Zion requires that 2 system identiff the
words in an utterance, v.Me speech understanding requkes that a system aisc hznd3e
the problems of natural ianguage ucderstanding. Speech reicg&ion is xsefd for
str~cturedtaslk wch as data e n t q b:x a
didogue of m y kind requires speech understanding. Computer vision ixludes recognition of printed cizara.~e:s ta s o w text Frocessing by computer ard reccqition or omer objects. Developments in t k k&& z e a .
offer new ways of handling ixxge d a ~ 5 s s es, such as query2n.q by visual example.
Lancaster and Sxith conclude that those
developing prototypes using HIES technologies for library applications have ?om6 it
difficultto s&e up to d& with more gene:problems and; nore rdistic lioiumes of
da&. Operating systems in lillraries and
0

.

otirer domains represent considerable investment ir: development. Neverthdess, information processing tools cf ever-increzsIng sopktication will contime to be deveioped and many vti became commerciaEy
~vaiiable.Some of these wiii 5e of direct
relevance to librxians: brov~sersand search
ecghes, filtering agents, da% mining programs, resource (i.e., database) seiection
tools, recried scftwzre fo: text and images, and wer-friend$ interfazes.
Loolring ro the h r ~ ~ and
r e "L;?egcsving
ixpofltnce of the digits'; informatio~environment, it will co2tinue ta be imp-&at to
grovide a reaiis',ic assessment of the capa.xkies
*
and RUES technologies. Areas
worth pursuing ~ y ~ u be
i d tkose reiated to
the efficier:t expioitaiisn of nework rresoiJrces on 5ehzX of li5rary users.
In summary, teckxxicgically advanced
system may hwe a use511 roie 3 play in
the emerging dgtd iijrxy ew~onment,
5r~tit is imps-+ant to recogxke fleir limb.203s
tile f z that
~ they do not re&m
our need to cantime to develop a m humas
e x p z resources. Lanaster and Smith cond ~ d t5eh
e report with the admonition: &:' ?
m ~ snot
t iet over-reliance oE tecinnc1o,g7or
over-opti~ism regarding its capabilities,
lead us to settie fcr carnpetencecr mediocrity in glace of true exceilence,"
For furthe: information on the research p:oject, contact LLinda Smith via eman z,k lcsmith@uisrc.edn; or cd!: 1-2'17953-7742,
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conference programs promises a
wellspring of professional refreshment. In
addition, you wilI frnd a variety of atiractions to enhance your stay. Indianapolis is a
modern and clean city, rich in culture and
activities. Affordable and safe, it offers all a
pIace to relax, an avenue to enjoy learning
from each other? and an opportunity to
open our minds in order to explore new directions in our work. Small town charm and
city excitement are combined in this city
like nowhere else.
Chosen as the state capid because of its
central location in the state of Indiana, Indianapolis was built in a forested wilderness.
Although a plan for the city was drafted
and state government operations were
moved there permanently in 1824, Indianapolis developed slowly because transportation routes were Iackiig. "The Mammoth
Improvement Bill," passed by the lndiana
General Assembly in 1836, fostered the development of roads, canals, and railways
throughout the state. Indianapolis became a
transportation center-the Crossroads of
America-home to eight rail lines by 1855
and with several roads ending in it or passing through it. The remnants of an aborted
canal project provide pleasure today to residents and visitors. In recent years, the city
has undergone an unsurpassed renewal
and is setting new standards in urban and
economic development, "without losing its
focus on family and community," according

si'le: a geological dig, and. a 20-foot iimestone rock wall for climbing. Adjacent is the
CineDorxe Theater, a 506-seat, large formst
<?eater that shows ?Xms that compkaent
musenn exhr~its.
But if &:ere is another dimension of fnBianapoZis h t is as imporrant to tile cnla r e of the area as it is tc economic development: it is sports! In an unusual m k of
culture and recreation, the Conner Prairie
living history museum, which depicts iife in
18% Iadiama, recently o~eg.edan 18-hole
goif course. The Prairie View Golf Club, designed by Robefi Trent ] o m , 11.; includes a
s'*ate-of-ti1e-a.t practice faczity, golf shop,
m d TO acres of trees, lakes, aad wetlands.
If golf is not appealing, perhaps indoor
soccer will be of ifiterest, Market Sqnare
Arena, host to the Indiana Pacers and the
1ndiana;tolis Ice is now home to its own
professional indoor soccer aan: the Indianapolis Wisters, who are schedded to play
a june to September season. Bat _"lovisit to
Indy would be ccrn2lete w3thorrt a visit tc
C k Indianapoiis Motcr Speedway, host to
the Indy 590'; (we wili be there after the
race when &e crowds have retwned kame),
and the Brickyard 400". You can take a vir&al tour of the Speedway Museum before
the conference at the fcllowing Web site:
hay:!iwfl,incIyraCin~eague.rcm.
Spedal Libraies Associa'lion members
who are basebali fans v d not be disappointby Carol Szambelan, Hesburgh Librap Refereence Department, CTniversiQ @Notre Dame. ed in inndiz~apniisl % Indiana Book @
For more information on the conference visit SLA3 Web site at: ww~.sla.org/co?g"_rneel;/RZCG,~&,firsts, a& Fmdncting Factz
stztes: T h e Indiana city vtRich has provided
index.khnl.
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tc Employnent Review, August 1996. In
additioa, the Febmary 1996 issue of Associaton Management, ranks Indianapolis as
one of the best cities in activities for families. By all means, plan on bringing the
family to indy!
President Benjamin Harrison, Madame
C.J. Walker, James Whitcomb Riley, Kurt
'Vcnnegut, Jr.. David Letterman, and Jane
PauIey are among the diverse and accornpiished American citizens from Indizoapolis. But history an6 literaq- talent are cot
the only noteworthy claims of this Hoosier;
town. Arts and culture abound and indude
such opportunities as the world-renowned
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra and the
Indianapolis Artsgarder. which povides
first-class experiences in theater, ballet. opera, and jazz.
Family enteriiinment opportunities include the Indianapolis Zoo which is one of
the attractions of the M i t e River State
Park, a nnique 250-acre urban park b a t e d
downtown. The zoo features 3,OCG animals
in simulated natural habitats. The kvorld's
Largest Children's Museum awaits children
of all ages. New additions to the Children's
Museum are Science Works, a $2.5 million
state-of-the-art science gallery which features cutting-edge science innovations, and
Wd-size activities such as a construction

the most flajrers for the major leagues is Indianapolis. wlzich was the home of 27 who
of a toral of 234
made it to the big time FIII:
native Hoosiers in major league uniforms
since 1884." There might a baseball fan go
to see h;stoy ir: the makicg?
answer
lies in the open air, 13,530-seat grass ballpark k n o w as Victory Field. Victory Field
Ballpark, v&~i~il
uopened in April 1997, is the
home of the M A Indianapolis hdians and
is also located it1 White River State Park.
Have you heard of the Hoosier Dome?
Well now it is called tbe RCA Dome and
Kational pack and Field Hall of Fame Museum. Home co ihe NFL Indianapolis Colts
and conveniently attached to the convention center, the 5uilding itself is an architectural marvel being one of only six airsupported domed stadirrms in the world.
Besides al: the new strnctures in the city,
there are numerous new$ renovated historic buiidings to visit t n d add to the
charm of the dwmtown area. The Chesapeake Bt;ilding is one example as is the
historic Lnioc Station. Further information
on attraczions and landnarks is available

at the URL: http:!!vr'ww,irtdianapolis.org/
attract.&mkindex.
Always high on our list of adventures in
convention locations are culinary ones. Diverse dining optiorts are there for you to
experience in Indianapolis. Many new restaurants have weceiltly opened downtown.
Some are ethnic such as tine Mikado japanese Restaurant. The Snow Lion, which is
Tibetan (one of only four such restaurants
in the country), is said to be operated by a
nephew of the Dalai Lama. Italian and other
European restamants have a presence in
Indy along with traditional American cuisine. You can count on steakhouses (some
historic), and breweries. One spot that can't
be missed is gamed the Slippery Noodle
Inn. Described as tiqe oldest bar in Indiafia
(established in 185C), the Inn is notorious
for good food, booze. and Blues.
Finally, for those of us who savor shopping adventures, there is the Cicle Center
Mall. Circle Center is a douxtown shopping
and entertainment experience featuring anchor stores such as Xordstrom and Parisian, 130 specialty shops, a multiscreen

cinema, restaurants, and night clubs. For
antique iovers, fne Indianapolis Downtown
Antique Mali, located in historic Fountain
Square, offers an opporhmity to browse for
bargains in numerous individual shops.
If touring liharies is of interest, Indianapolis offers many opportunities. The Indiana Sate Library, numerous colleges, and
special libraries are located here. One way to
tour the libraries beforehand is to take a virtual our. A Web site that includes many libraries is located at: http:!/metroscope.com'
indianaphtmi. This Web site also includes
"The Fan's Gride to hdy" and "Main Street
Indy" for generd information as welI as arts
and entertainment information.
One last word must be about "Hocsier
Hospitality.'' This city combines community,
recreation, and ufoan sophistication like no
other. It is a place where individuals and
famnies can be con~forrabiesde, and have
fun. Consider Llis a cordial invitation to
visit Indianapolis for the 1998 Special Libraries Association Conference. This is your
opportunity to experience Hoosier Hospitality firsthand.
%
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I don't know about the rest of you, but
the teacher who did the most for me in
Reference often repeated, "There is always
a best FIRST place to seek informatioiac. After looking there, seek the other tools that
m2y have what you need." I provided her
with a good illustration of that statement
with a tale of my days as a serids clerk in
a company iibrary in San Diego, before I
started on my M.L.S. One day, I was covering the lunch hour-usually a quiet timewhen the phone rang. It was the personnd
department. They had located exactly the
person they wanted to head up a project
team. The project would bring irl major
contracts for the company. They knew n7e
were in a race, since several other companies would be bidding, and any of them
might reach this guy before we did-which
presented a problem. Personnel had an address for him that was several years outof-date and no phone number. it was literally so important they wanted to telephone
him immediately with an offer. They had
the usual information from the Who's Who
and knew he was a menber of both the
American Chemical Society (ACS) and the
American Institute of Physics (AIP). So,
they asked if I could locate a current phone
number. They also knew he lived in the
Washington, DC, area, but weren't sure If
he was in Maryland or Virginia.
This beiig the days of printed lists, I instinctively reached for membership directories. I knew we had one for the ACS and for
the AIP. Though a fairly comnon name, 1
@red I should be able to narrow it down
by elimiia-lon. i was happily thumb'ng
through the first directory when the librarian
came back from lunch. I described the urgent
phone cali, told her I was searciiing the ACS,

and suggested she check the membership directory for the AIP. She gave me a %nay
look, reached under the counter, and asked,
"Why not Iwk in the Washington, DC,
phone book? We've got it right here."
Oops! I had been taking a less than 0pr.imal route to the information. We did locate
the name in the phone book quicEy and
personnel was happy to getthe information. Soon after that, I learned all the phoae
books in our collection-just in case. Nowa-

ourees" and I im

shelves and I acquainted him 16th Curent
Biogrqhhy and Nmsmders. Both books
had the infmnation he needed m d they included references to further print sources as
well. He was surprised. With & this avaiiable in prir:t9 why didn't someone put it or:
the Web? I toid him a l%ie &out fne copyright laws and ieft h ito his resemi?.
Will the aroblem get worse in fume? 1
bdieve it wiE. LI giving a bfbiiogaphic 31stmction session to a jjwrndism dass last

n sef of "fir

year, I stressed Cle Cifferences between priPdi
and onlie sources; between lengthy writ++n
:eports m d S!e scrt of onc pzagaph summaries a2too common oc the WWW, so they
could complete their assigmment to prepare
an o b i m y for an assi@ed Ldivididual. The
teacher came to me later and asked that t
stress pint sources even more. X-e qn&ty
of research seemed, a end with what the
stdents found onke. paiod.
aver the years, I have developed my own
set of %st best sources" and I imagine we
all have^ Sometimes the source is surprising.
especially to one of our faclr'y or other expert~in the field. "W1~yw d d yon start
e
there? It doesn't even cover the t i ~ period."
Ali t ~ often,
c
1 am starting there because 1
found it usei3 before. That's how i f u n d
that a dictionzry of e5! Middle Ages alsa
covers some earlier years, as well.
Ba soxe of yoz want to silare a "%st
by John Pie@. Pie@ is associate directorfor learning resources, john Carfoll Univer- best source" that might surprise us? Let rae
sip,Cleveland, OH For more injmaam on 'ygecid Libranam, "E to confYibute to know. I've keard from several of you with
the column, please contact Piep at: I-216-397-,!7~6;
fa:
1-216-397-4256; e-mail: anecdotes I can work into co'rumns. and Z'm
piety@j@jmuxa.jcu,
edu.
always looking for more.
8
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days, of course, phone books are available
online, on CD-RCM. via the Web, ar,d In
who knows what other arrangement. I recall a recent article, however, in which the
author found his name and phone nmnber
in several different listings and only three
had the current number, although all
daimed to be current.
Recently, a student asked for help in loc a t i g biographical information on Mado~na. He said he had spent over two hours on
the World Wide Web and found dozens of
pages about Madonna (the singer), as wen
as several other Madonnas, and a few parody pages. The trouXe was, he needed sinple biographical information, like where she
grew up, how she got in the bxsiness. etc.
None of these sites had that kind cf idormation. A quick trip tlo the reference

PICK THE POWER PACKAGE
"03 ,don't have io spend time and energy searching for chemical engineering informarionj
,,
just place ycu; one-iime order for the American lnsritute of Chernicai Engineers' [AiCht s\ Power Package
Then, lei AiChE energize yoiir collection with reliable delivery of
g a r '98."
the best h e professiut- has to offer, including:
-1

AlChE Symposium Series /3 Titles)

AlChE Journal ( ~ ~ n t h l y ]
-,

i ?e publicsfion o i record for ChE R&D, .
,
presenting the most important fundarnento! cnd
a ~ p i i e dchenica! engineerin research. Wih its
cckprehensive coverage of t e field's expandiqg
rechnologies, a sl;bsc:iption to the AIChEJoiirnoi
is like getting nine technical magazines in one.

9,

Engineering Progress {Monthly)
The iciest news fron chemical engineeri~g's
~ndustria!fronrlines, including in-depth technical
clrtlcies and reports on importan: ire&
!he ti&.
?

1

8

>resents +hejutes- .esearcr f d r n g s :row
recognized experis in such disc dines os
epv Ton-nen;a, englyeerirg, rear transfer, anc
corrpute-cidea process oes gp

Biotechnology Progress @;-Monthly)
Research reports, reviews, and news on
products an^ services !or the
biotechnoiogy/bioproczss indusrries.

,

Process Safety Progress (Quartedy)
Pi~cticcladvice for the design, operaiion, and
mci!ctenance of safe installations. Presents new
f e c b i ues, and advances in loss prevention
rec2noiog:es.

4

Environmental Progress {Quarterb]
Covers criiica! issues in the preservation and
impmvemeni of our environment, inciuding air,
waisr, and solid and liquid waste mmc~agement,
abzfement, cr:d treatment.

Ammonia Plant Safety (Annua/)
N e w iechnoiogies for cleaner, safer, and more
efficient ?\ant operariow in the manufacture,
storage, and ira2sportatio. of ammonia and
relcted prodxts.

Chemical Engineering Faculties

[Annual)

-

Provides key information on approximctely 158
U.S. and 284 intemziionai Chemicoi tngifieering
I

Schools, inchding faculry, deparimeni heads, and
degrees granted.

PLUG INTO THE POWER
PACKAGE TODAY
For more informafion,

at 2 7 2m5-7662.

I
v-

Essential rods for today's chemical engineer
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online Journal is not just my
starting point for financial information,
it's also the closest thing America
has to a great national newspaper. J )
66 The

Jack Pluenneke
Business Week, August 1996

"There is no question.
Dow Jones's content is the benchmark
for business information. It's the best.
You start and finish with Dow ones?'
M v y A n n Whitney, Team Leader, Library Services,
Chevron Services Co.

&'If you can't find it here,
it hasn't been published?'
Mike Hogan
PC Computing, Kovember 1996

For more information about Dow Jones,
visit our Web site or call 800-369-7466 ext. 4138.

01997 Dnw Jones &Company, :nc. All r!gh:s resewed. XRE-164h
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E B ~ P Z ~ ConFe~ncs
B
OR
C a ~ p t e~f u p p M &
F;&W!&& (/EC$w
'97j

MrarbtiCom '87
http://www.multicomexpo.com

Lindsay Communications Group
http://vlw~~.ccq.Iancs.ac.uk/
October 7-9, 1997
computing~:e~arch/~e~e~~cw97i
Washington, DC
Lmcasw Universiq
September 7-1 I, 1987
FID (Blenniaij
Lancaste:, EugIan6.
hnp:I/mv.db.dk/fidihome-uk. hm

Annual Ce&&r&rrce
af %he
lM B~aBlanGulf f kaptw
Kusain@KUCOI.kniv.edu.kw
SLA Arabian Gulf Chapter
September 10-12,1997
Dubai, U.%

Inaernatiiowal Cezfdermce on
Fee&$& dpsfoftesatiow
S~~fbritxs
irr Gbainrks

For more information visit our Web
site at: www.sla.org.

http://go~t.ucsd.edu/fiscal/

f4ultimedia Dktamx

UCSD Corporate Programs
October 30-November 1,1997
Sm Diego, CA

FID
Omber 11-17, 1998
New Delki. India

Learning Cwrsss
The Seven Keys to
Highly Effective Web Sites
Creating Your Own Homepage:
HTML Essentials
Advanced HTML
September 8- October 12, 1997

M A s p ~ r ' &@&&, & IkiBw

%hSi$Br%
Mamggbmwt
k
f~lr$f%ute

LPbnrIaas Ctmfwmee

AnalyticalTools
September 23-26,1997
Washington, DC

hQ://edge97@po~ia.mdoch.
edu.au/edge/edge.html
Australian Library and Information
& d k '#&d
hnp:l~t1.'~~w.on2in~inc.comld~~rId
Association
October 12-16, 1997
Online Inc.
Perth, Ausnalia
September 15-17, 1997

Brasines BnfomaEGsn
Cwferefica
http://ww.t@I.com

TFPL

La Universidad de Arizona se enc-lentza en su c-jartc;
afio de z;. procesc de rreorganizzci5n y e Ia ha mlocado
en :la vang~ardiade I; esx~%raciCnorganizzdcnal iezzc
gkqro dede
12slaSibEoteczs
2ade.xicas. vertid,
Se "&qiie
de
..LIll J
..dddmamentc
aiggua organhci6n
cons@de un im~et;idha~Icoy &dado maycmeae por
:as greferencias 'de su tcenteia. La e s t m ~ o~: ~aniza
a
&nd de 12 Kilioteca E ha evo?wioiado ex ma (kO equi
x,mrnbhaxose dentro de 10s equips ~essectivosBs
zpti%des, experiencias y crieiios que tengan en w m k
ia rdsma =eta; la de respoder a 12s necesidzdes de Ios
cEentes. A me&& de qile La Xblioteca se ccnviertz er!
una orgwzacior, &euem 2 apmde:, no debeii perde:
de dsta txto su e m y e corno s i ~;emso E ~ Si~porIate - el oersonai de ia bibiioteca. a s g z d e s or a
nizacicnes !:an sabido cmstmii ias mdidas aprop:iz&i
p a reform una mibr. ccmparda por todcs ms emp~eados. Bns&x*niente busca? :a - e h manera de
akear a ms em$ezdoe y t2.espert%es'exos un sentbienxo de misibn. Esto es precismente la que 12 Uoiversidzd de A5iona est5 Zeva",doa cab0 hcy en dia.

The University of Arizona is in its f o u ~ hear
of a reorganization that piaced it at the foregont
of organizational restmcturing among academic
libraries. This change involved the flattening of
the old vertical organization into a horizontal organization whose charge is dynamic and cgstomer driven. The organizational structure that
evolved-that tine library functions with todayis a team organization. These reams combine
multiple skills, experiences, and judgements who
share a common goal; to be responsive to n a l
customer needs. As the library grows into a
learning organization, it must not Iose sight of its
focus and its most important resource-the library staff. Great organizations build ways to reinforce a shared vision. They constant1 look for
ways to align their employees and reiesh thet
sense of purpose. The University of Arizona lib r a y is doing just that.

L'L'niversitk de ? A r m est &ns la qsatri2me
am& d'me reorganisation p i I'a placte en t& de la
restntctaration oraanisationnelle des bibIioth$ues
universitaires. ?e changement a entree
i'apIatissement de I'ancierg-e or ankaticn vertiae
p9ur en faire une orgmsation f%.zon+e dpnt la
cnarge est dyratrigue et pysske par la chentele. La
strxture crganisatmmelle.q~ien a result6 - el &S
le mntexte de Iaquelle la ahliothique fonaonne esr Ie s y s t t ~ d't
e uiue .Cbaque e p p e esl une coinbina&n de nsddp?es~&er.ts, expefiences e: idhes ed
pursuit le &me but : rkpondre a m veiltables besoins des cclients. AE -5.x et A meme que la bibgo&Que croft et. devient un organkme de dometitition, elle ne dort perdre de vue ni son pcint focal ni sa
ressource la phs importante -le personnel de la bibliotheque: Les gandes organisatms Baborent des
moyens Ge r-fler& hvision quieJes asagent. EUes
ne cessent ae chercher des moyens %aligner Ie Frsonnei et de nourrir sa rksplution. C'est exactement ce
que fait la :3i'alio%2quede i'i'Univeversih5 de I'Mzona.

In the last ten years, American companies
have invested more than $1 triuion in computers;
installing systems to aanage information and to
put competitors at a significant loss. Many automation attempts, however, have been dismal
nightmares, fraught with frustration and failure.
Both managers and workers alike have become
aware of the shortcomings of information technology projects, including time delays, uns~itable
training, and little integration of systems with
business objectives. In her work, fie Age of the
Smart Machine, Harvard Business School Professor Shoshana Zuboff contends that coapanies
seeking efficiency and effectiveness through automation must also inforrnate-redesignin work
far beyond automated tasks W h a t new dormation may be developed by workers into a strategic company asset. Are companies informating
yet? And if so to what degree? In this &Me, key
findings are summarized from a quantitative
study that measures the informating Process
within 17 information industries.

Dura~te 13s. ulhos diez ams, :as eqxesas
ncrteamer:anas ray hvertiio mis que an b3On de
dolares en Ia ksfalaci6n de sis3rr.a~de co~pu'adoras~
de gestion de I'infohmtion, ce qui leu: romferait un con el dcbcbie Fin de maneju la kJomacion y d~' ":5 venz
j2 a sus a m e!iLores. Si-,erhargc, nay axd do mugasd avantage sui ieurs concurrents. &sieurs ten.tives d'autonlation ont tmtefcis kt6 d'hobies chcs keztos gacasados de k2o~atjzara las empresas,
czuchemars, pleines de frustration et C'kchecs. La di- p:oduciendose fmstrzci5z y pes~diias. TZ3rc cbios gerrection zussi biez qae les tra7~aillems
se sont rendu entes corno Ics eqieados se can :do &indcse cientz de
des dkfauts des projets de technologie, pami las dekiencias de ios proyedas de teck~clogiaCe inlesqueis des retards, une fornation inad6 uate st ~ e u fcrmitia, ccmo scn.ias de?yras, e! enZem~ientoinsuficiente, la f a l c de mtegxion de !eoe sistemas de amd'intkgratioii des systimes pu atteind;e?eurs cb ec
p'itadorzs a n :os objetbvos de 1a
En su cbra
tifs mmerciaux Dans scn owage, TN
Smwr Idzchine: le professeur Shoshana uboff de titulada Lu Epom <e la Mapilia Inte ggente, ia pprcfesor,z
I'EcoIe Commerciale de YUniversig yarvard, a r p Shosilana Zubcff Ge B Facultad Le Estudios 3mpresarimenp que !es entreerises qui ve~ient m e : 2 des de la 3nive:sidzd ie Emax? posaia ia twrk de que
I'efficience et a I'e@cac~tepar Ie biak de !'automatior, Ias corn &%as ciue buscan la efiacia y 18. e5cienciz pa:
doivent kgalement ~xformatiser- rmncevoii Ie tra- medic 8e la &tdaciOn ie sistew de mt~utahras
o sea, remode!a:'e': trabajo
vaii jien au-dela des i2ches auromatiskes de scrtt que tm&i&ndeberin infonratizz~~
de !a zsignacibc dde txeas iefkidas en 12 corr;;
les nouvelles informations pugsent &re dkveloppees n13 &I
putzdora,
FA ie qaemevz
10s kfor%ac&
ezpleados te~:gm
ia cporpar Ies travaeurs pour en :.axe un avoir strat&que
-.-.
:*&d de2desznoEar
4-e uede
cocae !'entrep.&e. b s eqtrepmes sont dkja,:.! rr.,0.-tk.kes? Et Et cui, d quel de@? Cet article resume les verrirse en un d d o vextajoso pxa ia em-resa. H? k resultats cEs d'une kPde gua!!$tative qui messre k grab estc ya ias eqresas, y en a s c aknatim, zisa
processus de I'infomtisa~ond m 17 mdustnes &e od s u m ? Este zrtfmlc resum 10s puntos =as reie<an& de un estudio casdtativo que mXe eete prcceso
:'hcormaticpe.
Cen3.ode 17 empresas de iiLom.atia.

by Hope A. Bell

par Hope R Bell

The information environment is changing
rapidly and many information professionals are
strugling with the fear that end-user access to
the Internet (and other electronic media) will adversely affect their jobs. The Internet is no longer
the playground of technophiles. It is fast becoming the perceived place to find all the inforl~ation
vou want. The information world is quicklv
hanging and it is essential that libraly staff
change with it. Librarians need to publicize that
they are information specialists who can provide
valuable assistance with their clients' research
needs. Internet technology provides a? avenue
for information specidists to show they are professionals who have adapted to the new technology and have much to contribute to any project.
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a +et
Le d i e u de i'informaticn chan e rapdema,
de nombreux professionnels de ?h&ma&m Iuttent
contre !a crainte que !'acces a Internet (et autres
medias BectroD.iqnes) par I'utilisateur fir:ai zEecte1ont dtfavorablement Ieur poste. Wemet n'est plus
le terrain de jeux des tecb~ophiles.~~
devient ra$dement ce cur est perF; cozme le iieu 02 se trczy n t tous 1s; :enseIgnem?pts dksires. Le monde {e
:mfcrrnation change rqxcernent et il est es3entleI
que Ie personnel de la b1bhoth6que change au m b e
pas. ies bibfiothecaires doive~tpproclamer qu'2s
sont des sokcialistes de I'infomation et qn'ils soct
en zesure' de fournir une assis9ce pfkcieuse a
ieurs dients dans ie domahe de :eurs recherches.
La technologie C'hternet oMe a m specialistes de
i'informaticr, im moyen de montrer qu'ils sont des
professionnels qui se sent ada tes a la nouvelie
technologe et scnt i mCme de Faire une contribution iinpcrtmte 2 n'importe quel projet.

E': ambient? 6e 12 b,Fom.itica esth camjiando :a3idamente, dejando a muchos profesiondes Ge amputa~oras
con ia ansiedad de q.;e ei acceso dd ~snaricd Inkrr,et &
a 020s medlos dectronicos) les afecte ~egativa~ente
a
sus pue~m: de zabajc. El ktenet ya m es terrene exciusivo de :os "tecnofilos;" fco se esti ccnvert.:endc 2
to+ x;eI&:dad en la mejor hen@de .r.fo,~~?'.acion
6e c~aiqua mdcle. EI mundo de Ia kfomac~onesG *&:an<o rr$idae?:te, y pcr Zv2c es necesario que el perso?,&
ae ias b~liotecassepa cmbiar +mbikn. Lo? gbEomios debe:&i hace: saber we dotan de conocxzectcs esge&&~dosde la informitica, y que son capaces de aporwA un2 zsistencfa zuy va3csa a ~ u client?~
s
gvestigadores. La te,c::cIogia dei Interne: p:oprciona a ios es e
cialistas dde :a kfornritica un2 via Fr ia c;d pze&
demostrar zntc s;i prcfesionalisn;lcy aiaptaj:Wad a ia
nuevz tecnologk, corno su prencial de coct;ib..i!~positivznente a c'dquier prcyect~qze se przsentza.
&
.
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us abcut &e new basic price
option for bmks and serials
projects that require on$ minim& edjting. Contact OCLC 8t 1800-848-5878, ext. 4586 or
send e-mail to: marcia-st3u-t
@wlc.i?rg.

experience a co!Iectio
T CATALOGING

cmg doesn't have to be

cataloging, or just supplement
your technical services staff*Libray Associates provides Original and Copy catzdogi~g, a d
Retrospective cmversior: services. US-MRC or customized formats. Send the work &-site tc
as 3: we'U send staff a you.
fasmt@primenet.com or (800)
957-5794 for more hformzrion.
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L%RARY

BENCHMARK-

ING step-by-step notebcoks, bimntbly newsletter, training
&sses and consultig senice.
Increase your library's performance & profile by using wccessfd Total Quality methods,
For a free copy of Libia,y
3enchrnarkirg Explai:lzgd, contact Li%rw$Benchmakjng Ins,
PD 3cx 25993, Cciversd City,
TX 7'8148; 800-659-1914 voice
& %x;I'~i~7oxId-net.neT;or
visi: our 'nomepage (http:i;
w~~w.w~orid-net.net!asers/1bi).

Knowiedge is power. And with KR OnDisc-" CDROM products, you have access io the birsiness and
research information you need to make informed 2nd
knowledgeable decisions. At your desktop. Like compeiiiive research. Emerszg fechnologj trends. Strategic
planning. New markets waiting rc be tapped. Ar,d
more. Plus each database is available for a fixed price
and gives you unlimited a-~cess.
From business and industry to science and technohgy,
you're covered with KR &Disc. All -with easy-to-use,

power-+d search software for both novkes and eqerienced mformatior. professionals. Get a taste eof how XI
OnDfcc feeds yo^ the infomationyou need with our 30or
1 45.254.88a.
day free eal prograq. ?hone 80.3.334.25.561
F a 415.254.5093.
E-ma2 h~n&sc@krirfo.co~L.
91
visit
o w website at h t ~ . / / ~ v ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~today
~~i~o.com/

WONDISC"

KNIGHT-RIDDER INFORhMTIOX

